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Trust votes
to empower
Salt Spring
More trustees
urged for most
populated islands
By SEAN MCINTYRE

MORTGAGE QUESTIONS?
... ask Arlene
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Weather
Summer has finally
arrived with sun and
a few clouds in the
forecast, with highs to
21 Wednesday and
lows to 11 overnight.
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rustees are hailing a
proposal to increase
the number of elected representatives on Salt
Spring as a crucial move
to reinvigorate the Islands
Trust and provide the island
with the representation it
deserves.
"This may very well be the
most historically significant
decision the Trust has ever
made," said Salt Spring trust-

T

ee Peter Lamb following the
unanimous approval by the
26 trustees attending a Trust
Council meeting on Saturna
Island last week. "The decision will help strengthen the
Trust's future and set a model
for other islands."
According to the proposal,
each local Trust committee
would have a minimum of two
elected officials, with additional trustees elected based
on an area's population. The
plan would see Salt Spring
elect four local trustees.
Earlier this year, trustees on the Governance
Task Force (GTF) set out to
TRUST VOlE A2

B.C. Ferries gets its
fuel surcharge wish
Travellers around the Gulf
Islands will be slammed with
another 9.6 per cent ferry
fare increase on Thursday.
But B.C. Ferries Inc.
(BCFSI) isn't aiming to
swindle islanders, said Salt
Spring Island Ferry Advisory Committee (SSIFAC)
chair Bob Jones.
"It was inevitable," said
Jones. "Gas prices are high.
I don't think BCFSI is trying
to 'gouge' using fuel prices

as an excuse."
Given that gasoline prices
have jumped to approximately $1.25 per litre at service
stations, islanders should
expect similar hikes from all
businesses that rely on fuel
usage, he said.
"If a company could
absorb that [increase in fuel
price], then frankly they
were ripping you off to start
off with."
FUEL SURCHARGE A4

MASTER MARINERS: Tony Faulkner, left, and Niko Lohmann, members of the
Coast Guard B team in the Sea Capers adult boat-building contest, head to the
shore with their hand-made craft as part of festivities in Centennial Park on
Photo by Derrick Lundy
Saturday. More photos, Page A 14.

Justice reps urge double dates to tackle island crime
+

By MITCHELL SHERRIN
Driftwood Reporter
Second of two parts
Business is booming at
Ganges Provincial Court,
and if Salt Spring doesn't
get additional court dates to
keep up with the backlog of
files, more cases could be
shuffled off the island.
The problem came to a
head in May when a prominent drug trafficking trial
was thrown out of court due
to an "unreasonable delay"
that violated the rights of the
accused.

Local police, Crown counsel, defence lawyers and
B.C.'s attorney general all
agree that the island would
be better served by more
court time to meet growing
demand.
"The justice system
doesn't have the capacity
to deal with all the files,"
said Salt Spring RCMP Sgt.
Danny Willis.
New adult criminal cases
at Ganges have grown from
76 in 2003, to 112 in 2004
and 140 in 2005.
"When we come up with
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larger caseloads, you'd think
they would be proactive in
finding scheduling," said
Willis.
Currently, court only sits
once a month at Ganges and
there are few viable options
for local justice if Salt Spring
doesn't get more court time.
While the provincial government could save money
by moving more trials to
Victoria or shuttihg down
the courthouse, as was done
for a time in the late 1990s,
islanders lose out, Willis
said.

"The public interest on
Salt Spring isn't the same
as it is in Victoria," he said.
"Smaller things are more
important here than they
may be in the big city."
Federal Crown counsel Michael Coleman also
believes that justice is better served by maintaining
an efficient court service on
Salt Spring.
"If courts were shut down,
for example, which would be
one of the options, the direct
cost and indirect cost to the
community would be huge,"

GANGES

VILLAGE MARKET

said Coleman.
Witnesses and victims
would be inconvenienced if
court sat in Duncan or Victoria, instead of on the island,
and it might be harder to get
witnesses to step forward to
testify, he said.
"If it's a great inconvenience to attend, there is a·
tendency for memories to
get vague and that doesn't
serve justice or the community."
The provincial govern-
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40% of census forms not counted here
With Census Canada enumerators busily tracking
down stray forms more than
a month after the official
May 15 deadline, it turns out
Salt Spring Island has more
than its fair share of holdouts, according to the area's
local census manager.
"While most areas across
the province are at a 70 per
cent return rate, Salt Spring
Island is down at around 60
per cent," said Mike Griffin,

manager of the Vancouver
Island - Mount Waddington
local census area.
In spite of the May 15
date, Griffin said, it is not too
late for people to return their
completed census forms
by mail or via the Internet.
People who have either misplaced or never received a
form can still call Census
Canada at 1-877-594-2006.
Now that the deadline is
well past, call volumes have

dropped and people should
have less trouble getting
through to an operator, he
added.
Results from the census, he
said, are crucial in determining the distribution of seats
in the House of Commons
and transfer payment funding provinces receive from
the federal government.
"This information ts
extremely important and kept
in the strictest confidence,"

he said. "For every person
who is not counted, British
Columbia loses $1,000 per
year."
According to Griffin, most
delays are caused by people
misplacing their forms and
forgetting to follow up, but
for those who remain unconvinced of the census' true
value, Griffin added, failure
to comply can face a maximum penalty of three months
in jail and a $500 fine.

profit organizations, island
businesses and the Capital
Regional District is also
required, she added.
Speaking on behalf of the
Renewal of the Origins of the
Trust Study Group (ROOTS),
Christine Torgrimson said
unanimous approval is a sign
trustees are taking the concerns of Salt Spring residents
seriously.
The Islands Trust, she said,
is an essential tool required
to promote sustainable development in a region that has
become a hot commodity.
"Many believe that unless
important changes are made
to the Trust in the next couple of years, another incorporation drive and vote
could happen again in the
next three to five years," she
said. "We fear that the ne:((t

vote might not be so favourable."
Since the change will
require altering provincial
legislation, final approval
for any changes must come
from the provincial government.
Dave Crebo, communications manager with the
Ministry of Community
Services, said the government has received correspondence from ' trustees
on the matter but will be
unable to provide detailed
information regarding the
process until Trust Council
votes on a finished governance plan.
"Generally speaking, the
ministry takes a cooperative
approach as long as the proposal is shown to be feasible," he said.

ney General and Minister
Responsible for Multiculturalism, commented on the
growth in Ganges court's
new adult criminal cases.
"It appears there are too
many new cases coming on
for the number of court days
available. If that's the case,
that's something we have to
look at because the credibility of the system is important.
And it's important for me as
the attorney general that the
people on Salt Spring Island
ought to have confidence in
the system, so I am quite
concerned about that."
The judiciary is independent of the provincial government in scheduling matters, he noted.
"Once the judiciary establishes their schedule, we will
provide the resources necessary for the court to proceed.
But it's not for me to tell the
chief judge how many judges
he should be sending there."
Oppal believes that Salt

Spring could benefit from
more judicial involvement.
"If the volume is increasing by that amount, maybe
they should look at assigning
more judges there."
But so far the court system
hasn't ruled on the matter.
Sgt. Willis wrote to the
administrative court judge
of lower Vancouver Island
in January to suggest adding
court dates, and an extra one
has been scheduled for July.
"All we can do is make
suggestions. We're not in a
position to dictate what we
need," he said.
Administrative Judge
Wayne Smith declined
to comment on the issue.
Instead, he asked the Driftwood to send him a letter
with any questions or concerns about court time on
Salt Spring.
"I don't guarantee any
response because it's not my
habit to talk to the press,"
he said.

Long-time established
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address growing public dissatisfaction with the inequitable representation of
the region's more populous
islands. Though Salt Spring
Island residents account for
nearly 45 per cent of the
Trust's overall tax base and
nearly half the Trust Area's
23,000 inhabitants, the island
represents only seven per
cent ofTrust Council.
Last week's decision
means· the GTF can proceed
with further examination of
its proposal, including just
how many additional trustees would be elected, in
time for the Trust Council's
next meeting in September.
GTF members hope to have
changes implemented in time
for the next local elections in
November of2008.
Despite enthusiasm shared

around the Trust Council
table, Susan Russell, a member of Islanders for Self
Government, a Salt Springbased non-profit organization promoting incorporation, said the decision does
not go far enough to fix the
inequity between Salt Spring
and the other islands.
While the new proposal
appears to address some of
her group's concerns, Russell
said, it will only end up providing Salt Spring Island
with 15 per cent representation while increasing administration costs.
"This does a good job of
getting the monkey off their
back," she said. "It is a wise
political move."
Further consultation between the GTF and
island groups such as non-

COURT TIME
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ment might be concerned
about the use of tax dollars if there's a demand for
more court services on Salt
Spring, but that's just the
cost of business, Coleman
said.
"A true justice system has
expenses."
Ganges courthouse was
shut down between April
1997 and September 1998,
re-opening after a vigorous
public campaign.
It isn't a mystery why Ganges re-opened when several
other courts across the province didn't, noted provincial
Crown counsel Barb Penty.
"The reason, as I understand it, that Ganges continues to run when other courtrooms have been shut down
is that Salt Spring has such
a small police detachment,
and taking officers off island
to anywhere else for the
purposes of attending court
decimates the force."
Defence counsel Tybring

Hemphill noted that small
community courts like Ganges perform a significant role
within the justice system.
"It serves a real purpose
[to keep courts open] in a
smaller community because
people know what's going
on. Nobody writes up what's
happening in Victoria court,
other than murder or something extreme."
Hemphill believes that
Ganges needs a separate trial
date in addition to the regular court sitting each month.
But he cautioned against
drawing too much attention
to the problem.
"The .whole thing is a
bit dangerous for the Salt
Spring courthouse because
the government can go one
of two ways. They can either
say, 'I guess we'd better stick
another day in there,' or they
can say, 'If we just close it
down, we don't have a problem anymore."'
Wally Oppal, B.C.'s Attor-
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ICBC CLAIMS PERSONAL INJURY

Dorothy Cutting makes second
energy crusade with NWT trip
By STACY
CARDIGAN SMITH
Driftwood Contributor
The voice at the other
end of the phone is vibrant,
excited and, most of all, passionate.
It is rare to find any individual who emanates this
much energy, let alone a
grandmother well into her
70s.
But the owner of this voice
is none other than 75-yearold Dorothy Cutting.
Cutting has good reason
to be excited. In less than
two weeks, she will get into
the driver's seat of her 2002
Honda Civic Hybrid and
drive to Inuvik, Northwest
Territories to protest global
warming.
And she will make the
journey on her own.
This is not the first time
Cutting has embarked on
a cross-country drive. In
2002, after reading Robert
Hunter's 2030: Confronting
Thermageddon in Our Lifetime, Cutting purchased her
hybrid and drove to Ottawa
to present a copy of the book
to every member of Parliament.
"I was so appalled and
frightened by what I read in
the book about global warming," she said.
She returned from her journey, confident the signing of
the Kyoto Accord would help
to control "global heating," a
term she finds more fitting
than global warming.
"Global warming just
sounds so comfortable.
Everybody likes to be
warm."
.
But she is back at it,
again inspired by a number
of books, including James
Lovelock's The Revenge of
Gaia and Tim Flannery's The
Weather Makers.
"I thought, 'What can I
do?' I only know how to do
one thing, and that's get in
my car and drive."
She leaves Salt Spring on
July 1.
Cutting cited three reasons
for her journey. First, she
wrote in an e-mail, she wants
"to alert anyone who 'lllisten
to the fact that the climate
crisis today represents an
imminent risk to our spe-.
cies and to the life on our
planet."
Next, she wants to learn
for herself "what is happening to the Arctic environment

~II""

• 25 years successfully representing injured persons
• NO FEE until you collect
•Free confidential consultation

PAUL B. JOYCE
Barrister & Solicitor
{250) 537-4413 (24 hours}

READY TO ROLL: Salt Spring grandma Dorothy Cutting is setting off on another
global Warming CrUSade.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

and the people of the North"
so she can write a report on
the situation there.
She will also document her
journey on film . Although
Cutting has never used a
camcorder, she agreed to
take one on her journey.
In addition, local Salt
Spring filmmakers Alan
and Terri Bibby will document parts of Cutting's journey when they meet her in
Whitehorse.
Finally, Cutting writes, she
wants "to energize everyone
I can to call or write Prime
Minister Stephen Harper
and Environment Minister Rona Ambrose and tell
them that we must not abandon the Kyoto Accord; that
not only should funding be
restored for the programs
to combat global heating
that were cut by this government, but huge sums must
be allocated to go beyond
what was envisioned by
the Martin government in
developing clean alternative
sources of energy."
Cutting's journey is sponsored by the Sierra Club of
Canada, which also sponsored her 2002 drive.
"Dorothy's courage and
passion about what will happen to future generations if
we don't act now to reverse
the build-up of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere
will inspire individuals and

our government to do their
part to avoid this impending catastrophe," said Sierra
Club's executive director
Stephen Hazell.
Since her journey back in
2002, Cutting said she hasn't
put many kilometres on her
car and she does her best to
refrain from driving whenever possible.
"I don't go to town unless I
have a lot of errands to run."
But aware of her vehicle's
C02 emissions, Cutting
signed up with TerraPass
(www.terrapass.com). TerraPass is an organization that
funds clean energy projects
that reduce industrial carbon
dioxide emissions.
Dorothy admits she is nervous about her journey.
"I haven't had the courage
to count the kilometres."
But she hopes it will positively impact others.
"I-want to do this drive by
myself, not because I'm a
martyr, but because when I
tell people I'm going to the
Arctic, they ask 'Alone?' It's
the fact I'm alone that gets
people's attention."
To raise funds for her
journey, Cutting is hosting a
special screening of HBO's
documentary Too Hot Not
to Handle on June 29 at Cinema Central.
In addition, she will promote her drive and take
donations at a Saturday mar-

ket table in Ganges.
Cutting is thankful for
support she has received
from the community.
"I couldn't do this without
the Salt Spring ~sland community. Their support and
their nourishment have given
me the strength to do this."
For more information,
check out Cutting's website
at www.sierraclub.ca/national/ dorothy -cutting/ index.
htrnl.
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for a return trip for one to Vancouver.
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Trust launches drive to save ferries

Are you living on income,
from your investments?
Are they tax efficient?
Call a trusted local Professional

BERKSHIRE
SECURfl'UttJ INC.

Martin J. Hoogerdyk, CFP
IRYe$ltnent Advisor

Rocky Kinahan
Administrative A$Silltant

Island Natural Growers
presents the first workshop in a
series aimed at increasing commercial production
of local food •..

WINTER PRODUCE
PRODUCTION
This is an opportunity to learn from the experts and
share questions and answers with other growers.
Date:
Time:
Location:
Fee:

Sunday, June 25, 2006
I p.m. to 5 p.m.
ArtSpring, I 00 Jackson Ave.
$25

For more information call Cynth@ 537- 5142
or email: cynthl@telus.net
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ince's Coastal Ferry Act that
stipulates "designated ferry
routes are to move towards
a greater reliance on a userpay system so as to reduce,
over time, the service fee
contributions by the government."
Concerns over a move to
a more user-pay system, he
added, would have drastic
implications on the culture and economies of the
islands, and a full-scale user
pay system could see motorists paying $111 to travel
from North Pender Island to
Swartz Bay.
Trust Council chair Kim
Benson said the letter-writing campaign was an impor-

Trustees from all corners trustees agreed to write letof the Islands Trust stood ters to the Minister ofTransunited in the desire to pre- portation in hopes the provserve and protect ferry ser- ince will increase funding
vice to the Gulf Islands, in for smaller routes.
light of rising fares and conHollingshead said the time
cerns over reduced service.
is ripe for increased public
"The British Columbian pressure on the province to
government has a role in rally the public's support as
this," said Brian Hollings- the province prepares to rehead, a Saturna Island trust- negotiate the terms of the
ee and former co-chair of Coast Ferry Act.
the Southern Gulf Islands
Brought into force when
Ferry Advisory Committee. the government divested
"The province has a moral partial responsibility for the
obligation to step up to the · Crown corporation in 2003,
plate and help with the fuel it defines ferry funding and
service requirements.
surcharge."
Hollingshead also said
Meeting at their quarterly
Trust Council meeting on urgent action is needed to
Saturna Island last week, repeal a clause in the prov-

tant first step to remind
the province of the ferry's
essential role in providing
island communities with
services and supplies.
"We must take a role
since I do not think there is
anybody else prepared to do
this," she said.
"The real issue is with
respect to the province and
they are the ones who have
responsibility for infrastructure in the province."
Trustees voted to further
explore the impact of the
islands' dependence on B.C.
Ferries and results are anticipated for the Trust Council's
September meeting.

FUEL SURCHARGE

From Page A1
However, Jones does believe that
BCFSI could improve efficiency on
many minor routes to reduce fuel
usage. He drew particular attention to
the Tsawwassen-Long Harbour ferry
(Route 9), and routes that serve the
Southern Gulf Islands (Route 5 and
Route 5a).
"I'm not convinced those vessels are
being operated as efficiently as they
should be, in other words, using the
shortest possible distance and therefore
burning the least amount of fuel to
carry the traffic."
B.C. Ferries announced the fuel sur-

charge on Monday following a ruling
from B.C. Ferry Commissioner Martin
Crilly on an "extraordinary increase to
offset the continued rising cost of fuel."
Crilly also set BCFSI a reduction
target for fuel burned each year, requiring a one per cent reduction in each of
2006/07 and 2007/08.
The latest surcharge follows hot on
the heels of a three per cent hike in
February, a 4.4 per cent regular fare
increase in November and another six
per cent fuel surcharge from July 2006.
As one example, a low-season return
fare for a car and driver to Fulford

Harbour has jumped by $7.20 in the
last year.
"We recognize that if the fare keeps
going up, people will stop travelling,"
said Gary Leitch, BCFSI communications manager.
And if you look at ferry fares from
five years ago; a car and driver on the
same route at peak time will be looking at a jump from $25 (as of February
2001) to $35 (effective June 22, 2006).
Crilly indicated a likely fuel surcharge increase for this summer when
he made his 'previous ruling on December 21, 2005.

Ferries ferment over schedule
What's On?
seepageB2

By MITCHELL SHERRIN

Driftwood Reporter
Members of the Salt Spring
Island Ferry Advisory Committee (SSIFAC) fumed over
B.C. Ferries' rejection of
proposed schedule changes
aimed at improving service
to the island during a regular
public meeting on June 14.
"We haven't been particularly happy campers," said
SSIFAC chair Bob Jones.
SSIFAC had worked with
B.C. Ferries and members
of the Southern Gulf Islands
Ferry Advisory Committee
(SGIFAC) over several sessions to revise service for the
ferry that serves Tsawwassen, Long Harbour and the
other Gulf Islands (Route
9). But B.C. Ferries rejected
the latest SSIFAC proposal
that would provide an earlier
Long Harbour arrival time
on Friday nights.
"Because you're a monopoly, all I can do is jump
up and down," Jones said
to ferry corporation reps
attending.
"For two years I've been
saying, 'A midnight arrival
on Friday night simply isn't
good enough."'
B.C. Ferries rejected the
plan because it impacted
passengers travelling to
Galiano, Pender, Mayne and
Saturna islands.

"I'm not a doctor, but this
is like the Hippocratic oath,
'Above all, do no harm,"'
said BCFSI fleet operations vice president George
Capacci.
The SSIFAC plan to get a
10: 10 p.m. arrival at Long
Harbour required an earlier
departure from Tsawwassen
(currently 6:30p.m.) for the
Southern Gulf Islands and
a two-hour transfer wait for
Saturna-bound travellers.
Saturna resident Brian
Hollingshead, who chaired
the SGIFAC for the past
five years, opposed the Salt
Spring committee's plan
prior to his resignation this
month.
"You can't just kill off an
island to get more revenue,"
said Hollingshead.
He argued that 70 per
cent of Saturna real estate
(population 300) is owned
off island and few people
would be able to visit the
island from Vancouver based
on a 5: 15 p.m. departure and
9:35 p.m. arrival with the
SSIFAC proposal.
Hollingshead suggested increased usage of the
through-fare option between
Tsawwassen, Swartz Bay
and Fulford Harbour for Salt
Spring.
SSIFAC members believed
they had support for the

proposal from every island
except Saturna.
"I don't understand the economics of it," SSIFAC member
Janice Harkley said. "You've
got a small island controlling
the ferry schedule."
And Harkley argued that
the SSIFAC plan aimed to
sustain the under-utilized
Route 9 (which receives no
revenue from the throughfare option).
"We don't make a profit on
any of these routes," Capacci
countered.
Currently, the provincial
government provides a service fee of 50 per cent for
Salt Spring sailings and 80
per cent for other minor
routes. And SSIFAC members noted that government
officials could opt to reduce
the service fee with a new
contract in 2008 if the ferries
are not well utilized.
"We run a risk of getting
a reduced subsidy because
we are not running that boat
as efficiently as possible,"
Jones said.
And Jones expressed frustration that SSIFAC members had made no progress
in ferry schedule improvements during their term.
"The schedule we are
going to run this year is actually the schedule from two
years ago."

More daily flights home from the Mainland
The Gulf Islands are our world. We know the islands
and understand how difficult they are to leave. At Seair,
we want to make that sacrifice as painless as possible.
Seair has more regularly scheduled flights and the
newest fleet of seaplanes to get you home faster and safer
than any other carrier to the Gulf Islands.

• Eight scheduled flights daily
• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada
• Departure from Seair Terminal at Vancouver lnfl Airport
• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal
• Frequent flyer discounts
• Charter flights available to other destinations ~

1-soo-447-3247

For scheduled flight info call
or visit our website at seairseaplanes.com
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Shaw scoops
Saltspring
Cablevision

SPRUCE UP:

Len Wallbank and a friend check out
the paint job at the Farmers Institute as a work bee
gets underway on Sunday.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

After almost a quarter
century of business on the
island, Saltspring Cablevision sold its local cable system to Shaw Communications Inc. on Thursday.
"We are very proud of
the cable system that we've
developed over the years
and we are delighted that
Shaw is purchasing Saltspring Cable. This is a good
deal for the residents of Salt
Spring who have supported
us in our endeavours for the
past 24 years," said Geoff
Phillips, who co-owned
Saltspring Cablevision with
his wife Linda since May
1982.
Saltspring Cable serves
some 1,500-1 ,600 island
customers, Phillips said.
"We know our customers will enjoy the extensive
cable and Internet services
that Shaw offers."
The Calgary-based company provides broadband
cable television, high-speed
Internet, digital phone, telecommunications services
and satellite direct-to-home
services to over three million customers.
"I'm very familiar with
Salt Spring. I used to go
over quite a bit," said Shaw
president Peter Bissonnette.

"All around, I think everyone is happy with the deal."
Shaw has already initiated a technical assessment
of local services with an
aim to upgrade the system,
he said.
"We're looking at 90 days
to completion to have the
system rebuilt. [We plan]
to add the same types of
services that we would have
in Victoria, for instance;
broaden the digital lineup,
launch Internet and ultimately offer our digital
phone service over there.
For us, it's a great opportunity to expand and offer
services to people on Salt
Spring, who we know many
of, who are retired and like
to have what they had when
they left wherever they
were."
The Salt Spring cable
purchase marked the second acquisition for Shaw
in two days around B.C.
On Wednesday, Shaw also
bought Pemberton Cable,
which operates cable and
Internet services in Pemberton, 30 kilometres north of
Whistler.
As for any upcoming
developments, Bissonnette
asked islanders to, "Stay
tuned."
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Bookkeeping Services
Recapture your creative energy ond freedom
to focus on your crah. Be confident that all the
paperwork is done properly and on lime.

QuickBooks Setup, Training
and Support
Become self-sufficient and confident with your accounting
system through personalized loloring and ongoing support.

Da.vidWadd"i~n.
Certified Intuit 4,dvisor
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Custom Flooring
Specializing in custom Wide Plank
Clear Douglas Fir
• Brand name flooring available
• Over 50 Hardwood & Softwood species in stock

1-800-667-2275
#5- 10189 McDonald Park Road, Sidney, BC

5.55o/o
5 YEARS

5.25o/o
Carolyn & Margaret
at

537-9810
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Acoustic Planet Music
Admiral's Specialty Foods & Sushi Bar
Alex Ferrer (Casino)
All Grade Eleven Parent Volunteers
All Grade Twelve Parent Volunteers
Allan Bruce (Creekhouse Realty)
Angel Cottage Studio
Apple Photo
Arlene Moderman (Mortgage Depot)
ArtSpring
Avanti Glass
Bank of Montreal
Barb's Buns
Bite Me Treats
Black and Lee
Blaine Johnson
Blennerhassett Equestrian Centre
Blue Horse Gallery
Bob Saunders, Saunders Subaru
Bob Young, Apple Photo .,.,
Calvin's Bistro
Chris &Darlene Hobbs (Sotheby's Realty)
Coco Loco
Crown Jewels by Alex Lyons
Curves
David Borrowman
Derek Topping (Re/Max Realty)

Dick Trory (Creekhouse Realty)
Embe Bakery
Eric Booth (Creekhouse Realty)
Falconshead Grill & Lounge
Family Jewels
Farmers Institute
Fields
Fiona Walls (Creekhouse Realty)
Foxglove Farm and Garden Supply
Frankly Scarlet
Frasers Thimble Farms
Gail's Hair at the Hotel
Ganges Auto Marine
Ganges Garment Co.
Ganges Village Market '"'
Gifts for the Spirit
Greenspring Farm
Gulf Islands Driftwood
Gulf Islands Optical
Gulf Islands Secondary School
Gulf Islands Veterinary Clinic
Harbour Authority
'Harkema Repairs
Harlan's Chocolates
Helset Design
Irwin Collision Repair
Island Magic Hair Shoppe

Island Quest Realty
Island Savings Credit Union
Island Star Video
Jackie Meredith, Artist
Jacquie Harkema (Casino)
James Pasuta, Lawyer
Johnson's Service
Karen Dakin, CGA
Kate Scoones, Artist
Landing Party Gallery
Li Read (Re/Max Realty)
Locks, Stock & Barber Shop
Love My Kitchen
Luigi's Pizza
Lyle Brown
Meg Buckley Pottery
Mike Hardy (Creekhouse Realty)
Mitch Howard
Mouat's Trading Company
Movie Gallery
Niko, Tim and friends (Bartending)
North End Fitness
Oystercatcher Restaurant
Pat Akerman (Re/Max Realty)
Pat Webber Pottery
PaylessGas
~:
Pharmasave

~~--.

Pretzel Motors
Rainbow Road Trading Co. Rick Alexander (Creekhouse Realty)
Royal LePage Realty
Sabine's Fine Used Books Ltd.
SS Auto Parts
SS Bread Co.
SS Cheese Co.
SS Kayaking & Cycle
SS Sound
SS Spa Resort
SS Trail Rides
Sea Change Seafoods Ltd.
Sea Otter Kayaking
Sears
Sidney Marine Safari
Skin Sensations Day Spa
Slegg Lumber
Orca Electronics Inc. -The Source
Sports Traders Salt Spring
Sunset Farm
The Plant Farm
The Soap Garden
Thrifty Foods
Thunderbird Gallery
Ulrieke Benner Studio Gallery Watermark Books
Windsor Plywood
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Drinking driver hits woman, nets fine

free mill tours
Phone to book
(June, July, August)
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An impaired driver who
struck a pedestrian received
the mandatory minimum
sentence when he pleaded
guilty to driving over the
legal alcohol limit in Ganges
Provincial Court on June 13 .
Islander Daryl Fletcher
had blood-alcohol readings
of 0.270 (over triple the legal
limit of 0.08) after he was
arrested following the collision just before 10 p.m. on
May24.
Court heard that the victim suffered nerve damage
to her foot and required
stitches when she was struck
by Fletcher's car in a crosswalk at 100-block FulfordGanges Road.
Speaking in his -defence,
Fletcher foisted blame for
the collision on the pedestrian.
"Shouldn't you look to the
left and the right before you

step out onto the street?"
He also indicated that he'd
been drinking on May 24
because he'd gone through
"difficult times" related to
the health of his father.
Court also heard that
Fletcher received a $13 8
ticket at the crash scene
because his licence had
expired almost a year e.arlier.
Crown counsel Barb Penty
suggested that the "severely
aggravating circumstances"
of the collision warranted
further investigation before
sentencing, but Judge Pauline Maughan ruled in
favour of the defendant and
noted that he remained at
the accident scene and took
responsibility for his actions
at the first opportunity in
court.
Consequently, Fletcher
received the mandatory min-

imum $690 fine and a oneyear driving prohibition.
Two other islanders also
received the mandatory minimum sentences when they
pleaded guilty to impaired
driving charges on June 13.
Sascha Gilbert-Stone
was stopped at 11 :20 p.m.
on January 25 after police
observed him cross the double line on Fulford-Ganges
Road.
Gilbert-Stone reported
that he'd had three glasses of
wine when he was stopped
by police.
Speaking on behalf of the
22-year-old islander, defence
counsel Sid Filkow said,
"He's learned his lesson."
Paul Williamson pleaded
guilty to a charge of failure
or refusal to provide a breath
sample from when police
stopped him on September
14.

Court heard that Williamson was observed driving a
vehicle that weaved along
North End Road . Once
stopped, the investigating
officer noticed that Williamson had red-rimmed eyes
and that there were empty
beer cans around the driver's
seat.
In his defence, Williamson reported that he'd been
driving for 16 hours running errands on Vancouver
Island that day and that he
was convinced he was not
intoxicated.
As a point of clarification
from a May 17 Driftwood
report of Ganges court on
May 9, Joseph Smith pleaded guilty to two counts of
impaired driving, while
Crown dropped four counts
stemming from two other
incidents - there were not
four additional incidents.

Salt Spring man faces 'final reckoning'
An islander will work off a
suspended sentence with 60
hours of community service
after he admitted to driving
while prohibited. But he
won't be driving anywhere
soon.
Salt Spring RCMP stopped
John Steel of Upper Ganges
Road twice in two months
after he was already serving
an indefinite suspension for
impaired driving charges.
Steel was stopped on
March 19 when RCMP
observed him driving out of
the local detachment parking lot after he'd attended
the police station to report
a stolen bicycle. He was
stopped again on April 15 at
an island roadblock and his

Just Kniqht~d
$452,500

vehicle was impounded.
Crown counsel reported
that Steel (who is not the
island realtor with a similarly spelled name) had seven
previous impaired convictions over the past 30 years
and had a previous charge of
driving while suspended.
In his defence, Steel
expressed frustration over
his attempts to appeal his
driving suspension and indicated that he's been sober for
almost five years. He was
able to obtain insurance and
a licence plate for his vehicle
as a veteran with a designated driver, he explained.
"My licence has been cancelled until 2052," he said.
In addition to 60 hours of

.
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New Listing- Close to town, this two
level, 3 bedroom family home offers great
potential and plenty of space. Moved and
set on a new foundation in 2002, with
1415 sq. ft . on each level, the walk out
basement is ready for your finishing ideas.
A double sided gas fireplace creates a
cozy atmosphere for entertaining.

Flowers

fly Arrangement
Beth. Chern.eff 537~9252
520 LONG HARBOUR RD.

direct: 537-6850
email: davidknight@telus.net
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HUNTER DOUGLAS

BLIND SALE
SAVE 50% ON
• Applause Honeycomb Shades
• Celebrity 1 " Venetians

SAVE 30% ON
• Duette Honeycomb Shades
• Alouette Light Louvers

lfi!_Tfi/t CLOSETS
'

Call Now for FREE
In-Home Consultation
and estimate to
get your closets
organized.

community service, Judge
Pauline Maughan ordered
Steel to serve a one-year probation, but she did not add to
his driving prohibition since
the Superintendent of Motor
Vehicles had already ordered
an indefinite suspension.
"There will be a day of
reckoning and you can't
avoid a final reckoning with
the Superintendent of Motor
Vehicles," she said.
In othet court news:
• Crab catching without a
licence netted a $550 fine for
islander David Carson.
"It's an honest mistake,"
said Carson. "I'm willing
to pay the fines. I've eaten
enough crab since then."
Court heard that Carson

returned 12 crabs to the
ocean at Centennial Dock on
July 17, 2005 when he was
arrested for fishing without
a sport fishing licence and
retaining more crabs than
the allowable quota of four.
• Morgan Howard received
a $115 fine after he pleaded
guilty to violation of his probation terms on April 28.
Howard (age 21) had been
lodged in police cells after
he was found drunk in public
at Centennial Park on April
28. He has been serving a
12-month probation with an
alcohol abstinence condition since January after he
pleaded guilty to assaulting
a police officer and causing
a disturbance.

Sea Capers festival
gets welcome return
A late spring squall blowing off the harbour was nary
enough to dampen the spirits of even the mightiest landlubber among the hundreds of people who turned out to
celebrate the return of Sea Capers last Saturday at sites
throughout Ganges.
"Everybody was a winner," said event organizer Bart
Terwiel of the Salt Spring Harbour Authority (SSHA). "We
definitely hope to put on the event again next year."
Last year's festival was cancelled due to a lack of organizers but the SSHA took on the task in 2006.
The main draw of the marine festival featured members
from 10 teams trying out boat-building techniques with only
particle board, plastic bags, tape, a pallet, screws and nails.
Intrepid navigators spent two hours constructing a boat
fit to navigate a course near the Centennial Dock without
capsizing in the chilly waters, as a crowd of more than 100
people cheered from the shore.
Winners included Iltyd Perkins and Greg Middleton in
first place, with the Coast Guard Auxiliary B team coming
in second.
The best thing about the event, Terwiel said, is that everybody in the event managed to win a prize categories, including most shore-worthy, powerful and decorated.
Boat builders of tomorrow also came out in force as more
than 150 participants took part in the children's boat building
event held in the SSHA parking lot. Other events included a
classic workboat show, radio-controlled boat demonstrations,
kayak trials, dragon boat races, live music and a pie sale.

RUFFELL
&BROWN
INTERIORS

384-1230

FREE SHOP-AT-HOME SERVICE!
Victoria's Largest Window Fashion Showroom at
2745 Bridge St. Mon. Fri. 9- 5 • Sat 9:30- 4
Locally Owned & Operated
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Book
room
reopens
By PETER GRANT
Recycle Depot Manager
Salt Spring Recycling
Depot users will be pleased
to know that the Book and
Magazine Exchange is open
again after a "makeover"
- new flooring, paint and
bookshelves.
The idea of the Exchange
is to give good reading material a second (or third) chance
to entertain rather than be
recycled into new paper.
But there are a few things
users should know to make
things work the way they are
intended. The Exchange was
an idea conceived by a few
volunteers many years ago,
and since then various volunteers have given of their
time to keep things tidy. It
gets overwhelming at times
when folks just drop off
boxes of books and leave.
The Exchange is immensely
popular and gets a high volume of visitors.
If everyone .took the few
minutes to put their material
on the shelves, the volunteers'
work load would be greatly
eased. If one doesn't have
time, they are simply asked to
put the material in the "paper"
recycling bin instead.
Recycling staff are not part
of the Exchange operation
as the Exchange is strictly
a volunteer-based program.
Staff have other responsibilities and can very easily get
stuck all day hauling stuff
from the Exchange to the
Recycling bins. All books
and magazines are free, and
people are asked not to take
material to "re-sell."
So, here's a few simple
"guidelines."
• drop off only intact, clean
books and magazines.
• no catalogues such as
Sears, Lee Valley, and no
·
phone books.
• no encyclopedias.
• no boxes of stuff left on
the floor.
All these can go directly
into the "paper" recycling
bin. Your co-operation will
be appreciated by all who
use the book room.
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WAY OUT: Gulf Islands Secondary School students Matt Burnaby (left) and Ted

www.carolfowles.com

Ritson explore Ganges Harbour marine life during a rarely experienced 0.0-foot
tide on June 13. They were led by Biology 11 teacher lan Mitchell. Photo by lan Mitchell

www.mls.ca • email: cfowles@saltspring.com

Counselling ordered
for alcohol, violence
An island man was
ordered to take counselling
after he admitted to beating
his girlfriend and her roommate during two drunken
incidents.
Dean Cornwall pleaded guilty to two counts of
assault and a charge of driving while impaired from
three different incidents during Ganges Provincial Court
on June 14.
Cornwall admitted he'd
assaulted his girlfriend after
they got into a drunken fight
on November 13, 2005.
Court heard that the victim suffered from a scraped
knee and bruises on her shin,
eye and ankle after she was
thrown into a ditch.
The 44-year-old islander
also pleaded guilty to an incident on January 3 involving
his girlfriend's roommate. A
police report indicated that
Cornwall had grabbed the
woman by the throat, hit her
and threw her to the ground
after she reached into his
pocket to get money when
he asked her to buy groceries. Upon arrest, Cornwall
was held in cells because of
his intoxicated state.

Cornwall received an additional charge of impaired
driving after police heard
complaints that he was yelling threats at his mother from
a vehicle on February 21.
RCMP found Cornwall
driving an unlicensed, uninsured vehicle and reported
that he was mumbling and
slurring his words. Cornwall
failed subsequent field sobriety tests.
Asked how much he had
to drink that night, Cornwall
told police, "Too much to bedriving."
But he failed to provide
breath samples on repeated
attempts with an approved
screening device.
He was ordered to pay the
mandatory minimum $690
fine and serve a one-year
driving prohibition as part of
the impaired driving charge.
In response to assault
charges, he received a suspended sentence and a oneyear driving probation with
alcohol and relationship
counselling.
Crown dropped an additiona! charge of assault and
two counts of breaching bail
terms against Cornwall.

• Over 240 participants
• Over 70 survivors
• Over 60 volunteers
• Over a ton of fun
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Thank you to all participants, donors, sponsors, performers, neighbours
and volunteers - we did it!

Canadian
Can.cer
Sodety

ORGANIZATIONAL TEAM
Chair - Doug Mitchell
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Team Chair - Margo Greggains

Treasurer - William Wakefield

Event Operations Chair Perry Ruehlen

Education - Carol Spencer

Fundraising Chair Martin Hoogerdyk

Activities - Mardon Nordine
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Entertainment - Matt Steffich

Survivor Chair - Lynne Fraser

Volunteers - Dawn Zimmerman,
Mike Krayenhoff

Logistics - Glynis Finer

Food and Beverage -Jamie Macdonell

Team Fundraising - Sheri Wakefield

Luminaries -Terry Simard

Registration and Accounting Dianne Mede

Coordinator -John Wakefield
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Community: Apple Photo, AttSpring, BC Ambulance, John Cameron Photography,
ColdZone Refrigeration, Columbia Ice, CRD, Mardon Dary RMT, Energizer Canada,
Fables Cottage, Tia Hall RMT, Island Farms, Island Farms, Island Secretarial, Island Savings
Credit Union, Island Star Video, Lions Club, The Local Barbershop, PARC, RCMP,
Salt Spring Chamber of Commerce, Salt Spring J:ire Dept., Salt Spring Coffee Company,
Salt Spring Golf Club, Salt Spring Unitarian Fellowship, Shipstones, West of The Moon.
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Up to $249 Donor
$250-$499 Supporter
$500-$999 Advocate
$1,000-$2,499 Partner

$_ __
$_ __
$_ __
$_ __

$2,500-$4,999 Benefactor (silver)
$5,000-$9,999 Benefactor (gold)
$1 0, 000 - $1 9, 999 Benefactor (platinum)
$20,000 +Distinguished contributor

$_ __
$_ __
$_ __
$_ __

Unless otherwise instructed, the Library
Board will publicly recognize all donors
who assist in the purchase of the site
adjacent to the library for the purpose of
building a new library.
D I prefer to remain anonymous

Please make cheques payable to the Friends of the Salt Spring Library. Then, either mail or bring this form with your cheque to The Salt Spring Public Library,
129 McPhillips Avenue, Salt Spring Island, BC, V8K 2T6. A charitable receipt will be issued for all donations of $10.00 or more as soon as your gift is processed.

Name ____________________________________________________________ Phone __________________________

Address
E-mail ------------------------------------------------------------ Date -------------------------------:-
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What's an islander to do?
B.C. Ferries has launched its fourth rate hike in a year for a
cumulative fare increase of 25 per cent.
To borrow a quote Salt Spring Ferry Advisory Committee chair
Bob Jones (who was talking about a different issue), "Because
you're a monopoly, all I can do is jump up and down."
But Jones frankly reminds us that B.C. Ferries is caught in the
same pinch that the rest of us feel when we pull up to the pump.
"Gas prices are high."
And since the ferry corporation consumes about 120 million
litres of diesel a year, that pinch at the pump would exterminate
most mortals.
Still, it's a tough burden to bear when a return trip to Victoria or
Duncan will now cost $35 for a car and driver (not to mention
those pesky fuel costs).
The likely outcome of the ferry fare hikes is fewer unnecessary
trips off island, increased prices on local goods and perhaps
more ominously, fewer visitors to fuel the Gulf Islands' tourism
economy.
The provincial government even published a study in March
2004 that linked rising fares to declining passenger trips and lost
tourism revenue (www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/pubs/pr to'ur.asp).
If you think you won't be affected because you don't ()wn a
B&B, think again. The ripple effect of decreased revenue for
local businesses affects every aspect of island services.
And B.C. Ferries communications manager Gary Leitch noted
that the company recognizes that people will stop travelling if
fares keep going up.
They're even trying to find more fuel-efficient ways to provide
ferry service through maintenance, altered schedules, better operations, re-engineered vessels and re-surfaced hulls. They are also
looking at installing fuel monitors, redesigned propellers and
other initiatives (admittedly under direction from the B.C. Ferry
Commissioner).
Perhaps islanders need to hop on the same boat and look for
fuel-saving efficiencies. Maybe it's time to encourage more bike or
bus tourism between Salt Spring and connecting communities. Our
economy might depend on it.

World leaders in Salt Spring school classrooms
By ROBERT BIRCH

Each day when I go into work I sit
in a circle with world leaders.
It's profound, challenging and lifechanging work. Some days, either in
triumph or exhaustion, I come home
and cry. They're tough negotiators,
these 11-15 year olds. They have their
own unique understanding of power
and privilege, of how attention gets
distributed.
As the school year comes to a dose
I reflect on the world these kids will
inherit and how this generation will
awaken from the dream of the planet,
our collective oppression of all things
natural.
Several years ago, a small group of
Salt ~pring women stood up against a
brutal act of violence toward a mother and her child. Saltspring Women
Opposed to Violence and Abuse
knew that to make a cultural shift
in our society, the face of violence
needed to be recognized early on in
a child's social education. Six years
ago SWOVA initiated the Respectful
Relationships Program.
Salt Spring is now recognized as
a world leader in social education.
SWOVA and School District #64 are
proud to have partnered to make the

VIEW

POINT
R&R program a national and internationally lauded curriculum that makes
healthy changes happen.
Every year all Grade 7, 8, 9 and 10
students participate in a 12-session
curriculum. The feedback has been
phenomenal. These kids grapple with
the social viruses of sexism, racism
and homophobia at levels that might
put most university programs to the
test. Together these kids build stronger, healthier social immune systems
that recognize and repel the ills of the
world..
We begin by sitting in a circle. Each
participant then writes out her/his
goals and dreams. We then introduce
experiential activities designed to
deepen concepts of personal boundaries, empathy and creative conflict
and communication skills. We deconstruct the influence of media and how
stereotypes perpetuate violence. We
role-play scenes where in one case
a young girl spreads rumours about
her former friend who might be a

"lesbian." These kids begin to comprehend that language affects the climate of intolerance and abuse. They
begin to understand that by protecting
one another's rights they possess the
skills to champion their own goals
and dreams.
We state at the top of each program
that we will not assume everyone in
the class is "straight-identified." We
make space for people of diverse religious beliefs to share their thoughts.
We don't indoctrinate, we listen, we
question and we encourage them to
challenge us. Kids learn that diversity
doesn't always mean agreeing with
one another.
Then we witness a small cultural transformation. The recipe is as
simple and complex as inviting them
to consider the idea of "being themselves."
When we respect youth, not as
institutionalized seat-bound students,
but as active young global citizens,
these kids demonstrate a maturity
seemingly beyond their years. They
articulate what kind of adults and parents they would like to become. They
name world problems and imagine
what kind of super power they would
need to change them. They begin

to thaw out from the predominant
world-view that the upper class,
middle-aged, straight, white, healthy
male is superior to the rest of the
planet. And if a child represents that
particular demographic, we invite
him to consider how his privilege can
benefit others as well as himself.
We invite them to think critically, to
discern and dissemble the box society
wants them to hide inside and pretend
to enjoy. The jolt awake comes when
these youth can identify and express
their feelings as a source of personal
authority - a skill that many of our
own generation have yet to achieve.
Two of the 12 sessions are gender
separate. When asked, "What does it
mean to be a girl/boy? How do girls
and boys get stereotyped? What does
a healthy relationship look and feel
like? How do we identify the warning
signs of an unhealthy relationship?"
their responses are telling of the pressures these kids live ~der.
The young women unravel the
enormous social weight and soul
aching of body image. Christina
Antonick, my amazing co-facilitator
and a tireless youth activist, assists
these young women to recognize
how sexism becomes internalized

and entrenched in how they perceive
themselves. Many young women
safely experience for the first time
what might be called the "anger of
awakening." While society evolves,
it has a long way to go before gender
equality truly exists. These girls learn
to self-advocate.
As for the young men, together we
examine objectification and desensitization of ourselves as males and
more particularly of women. We chat
about how learning to dance and cook
a good meal goes a iong way en route
to a successful date. We won't shy
away from talking about anything,
provided it is done respectfully.
We approach this work with an open
heart and a curious mind. We can't
pretend to understand these kids or
the world they struggle with at home
or school. The Respectful Relationships Program makes space for their
stories and experiences to become the
medicine making of the future. As an
educator and artist of 23 years I am
proud to say that in their classroom the
teacher is the real learner.

The writer is a facilitator with the
Respectful Relationships Program.

Flogging the back-40 to a non-profit club ideal way to retire +
By RANDY SLOAN

As I religiously read the letters to the editor section last
week in your esteemed paper I
realized that Dwight Jones had
a brilliant idea on how to sell
property.
We all know that due to escalation of land prices here on
Salt Spring Island that soon all
properties will need multiple
buyers. In keeping with that
thought I will offer my property
for sale also.
I have very little parking, so
maybe the hiking club would

IN

RESPONSE
island map (from the Tourist Info Centre) to hang in the
clubhouse so members would
know where to go and how to
get there.
The land is very climbable
and I'm told a fantastic view
can be had from the top. A platform could be built for those
who make it and could include

pumpkin patch interspersed
with hearty flora and fauna
would well be worth an investment of all your savings!
This community club could
include others, such as the gardening people. (They would
be invaluable to keeping the
"natural look" of the front yard
intact.)
The climbing wall people
may join so they may get some
fresh air and the challenge of
loose hand and foot holds. (I
imagine this would take much
more care.) The search and res-

lific that I search and rescue my
garden tools constantly.
All clubs would benefit
from the small front deck with
a dilapidated BBQ, which
of course goes with the deal.
Included with the property is
a storage shed to generate revenue. It is an excellent place to
store rope, brooms, shovels and
club paraphernalia.
Then again, think of "affordable housing." There is absolutely nothing that could be
done about that here, but I
wanted you to think about it.

this once-in-a-lifetime offer. I
believe I have a unique property. (That always sounds good in
realty lingo.) It has "seasonal"
springs (when it rains).
It is close to town. Lots of sun
(up to about 3:30) and very nice
neighbours. (One has a pool .
.. maybe if he joined the club
-who knows? Rainbow Road
could lose your membership at
its facility).
The cost would be only onethird of the proposed rowing
club facility at $500,000. This
pales in comparison with other

Oh yeah, the zoning may·
be a problem unless you tell
the Islands Trust you are just
buying it so you can move it
- much like a harbour plight
sort of idea.
By the time the smoke has
cleared, your grandchildren will
be scratching their heads wondering what you were thinking
about.
I hope I have given you
something to think about for
my retirement (and don't forget
about the investors' meeting in
the lav at Mouat's).
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We asked: What is your favourite thing about summer on Salt Spring?

Devin Milner
Swimming in the lake and
playing a bit of golf

Tracy Harrison
I love the light, the warmth
and all the fostivals.

James Gryphon
I always meet a lot of
beautiful people in the
summer.

Sig Luft
I like getting out on the
water.

Ron Nordine
I enjoy when its over so I
can go pick mushrooms.

Letters to the Editor
False assertions

'

3,000 other innocents, those Port Angeles, Washington
24 Canadian citizens were arrested Ressam as he disburned alive with jet fuel embarked the Coho ferry
Two weeks ago, a large after al-Qaeda terrorists flew from Victoria.)
I applaud Ken Rouleau for
Prior to that plot, Ressam his excellent In Response
advertisement in this news- two airliners into the World
paper urged Canadians to Trade Center, or they were and his cohorts had been column in the June 14 Driftdemand the immediate with- crushed to death when the planning to explode gasoline wood. As an American cititrucks in residential areas of zen living on Salt Spring I am
drawal of Canadian troops twin towers collapsed.
Canadians needs to fear ·Montreal.
from Afghanistan. Its author
embarrassed and ashamed of
The assertions made in my government's actions in
paraphrased a Taliban com- al-Qaeda's actions in Canamandant's ire toward the da, as Stewart Bell indicated the advertisement are false, the world.
Canadian military presence in 2004 in his book Cold quod erat demonstrandum.
The tragic waste ofhuman
If its author wants Canada and material resources
there. The author also assert- Terror.
Prior to the attack at the to be a country "in which we in Iraq, the devastation of
ed, having more money
than memory, that the war . World Trade Center and prior can go walking about hold- the free trade agreements
in Afghanistan "has abso- to the invasion of Afghani- ing our heads high," then it in Latin America and the
lutely nothing to do with stan, al-Qaeda had already must be with open eyes atop aggressive economic new
us" and asserted that if the put the lives of Canadians a strong backbone.
world order actions around
She can wish fervently the world are but a few of the
Canadian government were in mortal danger. In 1999,
to withdraw its troops from Ahmed Ressam, an al-Qaeda for an Arcadian dreamland most egregious.
Afghanistan, "we will not terrorist trained in Taliban- where she can teach the
The current American
need to fear any retaliation controlled Afghanistan, pre- world to sing in perfect har- administration now in power
pared in Canada for an attack mony. Unfortunately, in the is like a bull in a china shop.
from al-Qaeda."
Those assertions are on the Los Angeles airport. real world, medieval fanat- How do you begin to clean
patently false and danger- He and another al-Qaeda ter- ics like the Taliban comman- up the broken china if the
rorist mixed chemicals for a dant Osama Bin Laden and bull is still in the china shop?
ously naive.
The war in Afghanistan bomb in a motel along King- Ahmed Ressam have already I ,am not convinced that
has everything to do with sway Avenue in Vancouver. shown us their intentions. things will get much better
Canadians. The Taliban are To reach Los Angeles, they Canadian military opposi- if the Democrats take over
complicit in the murders of transported those volatile tion to the Taliban and al- Congress in the fall elec24 Canadians. The Taliban explosives on a B.C. Ferry Qaeda is vital to Canada's tions or even re-capture the ·
controlled Afghanistan and from Tsawwassen to Swartz safety and to the creation White House in 2008. Most
allowed al-Qaeda to operate Bay- a ferry on which resi- of a stable, non-terrorist- of the Democratic leadership
its terrorist training camps dents of Salt Spring Island sponsoring government in · have rolled over and simply
there. Al-Qaeda murdered could have been travelling Afghanistan.
endorsed this administra24 Canadians on September and killed. (Subsequently, G. PETERSON,
tion's catastrophic economic
11, 2001. Along with nearly American border guards in Salt Spring
and foreign policy mistakes.

Where's
hope?

Where is the hope? That
Canada and other nations
will do the right thing and
say no to the disastrous trade
and foreign policy decisions
of the U.S.A.
GEORGE TAYLOR,

Salt Spring

Lions
directory
As you receive your directory for 2006-2007 this week
you will notice the deletion
of the cross-reference pages
in the back of the book.
The Lions would like to
let you know that it was with
regret we had to pull these
pages from the book, as we
would all agree they are very
popular pages. This was
done for a few reasons, but
mostly we need to keep the
book to a certain weight in
order to have it delivered by
the post office.
As the island grows, so
does the book and with
the deletion of these pages
we are just able to keep to
that weight required. We are
working on a separate crossreference directory that will
be ready for the first week
of July. We hope you enjoy

your 2006-2007 editi0n.
f:jAYLE LEBLANC,

Lions Publications

Grateful
One night last week it was
made very clear to me again
how extremely lucky we are
to have Lady Minto 1-Iospital.
At 2 a.m. I had some
breathing problems so went
to emergency care. At miCe
I was seen by a kind and
efficient nurse. Within 10
minutes the doctor on call
arrived. He was very competent and caring. I was treated
and home in two hours. This
just does not happen at most
hospitals.
This hospital is very worthy of our support and I urge
us all to support it. Many
people give so much and I
am thankful to them. After
all, our lives could depend
on the quality of this hospital. It is just too good to be
taken for granted.
My husband and I are
very grateful to Lady Minto
and thank the staff for being
there for us - once again.
DIANA KRAMER,

Mansell Road
MORE LETTERS A10

Driving stats gnawed by Bluetooth, but more trouble to come
I blew the tendons
But over the course of a few
off my right shoulder
months, an interesting thing happened. My life became easier and
a few months ago in
safer with this thing. I found I
a spectacular tumble
BY PETER VINCENT
could be on a roof installing a
down a set of basement
satellite, or walking along the
stairs. I wound up in a
tangled heap ofbruised
while you yak away. Bluetooth beach, making and taking calls
appendages, a damaged ego and a models have a small on/off button to my heart's content without ever
virtually useless right arm.
and can be easily programmed to touching the phone.
My driving has become a whole
The human race is highly adap- respond to voice commands. You
tive, and it wasn't long before I say, "Dial home" and the phone lot better. No more scrambling
was managing quite nicely, await- dutifully makes the call without around looking for a ringing cell
phone, with a hot coffee in the
ing yet another day surgery. It was touching a button.
all good, with the exception of
For around a hundred bucks, it other hand, driving with your
knees, with a dog licking your
cell phone calls in the truck. My is perfect. Almost.
arm just wouldn't go high enough
I wasn't prepared for the merci- face. These little devices should
to get the phone to my ear. I found less teasing. "Look, it's Spock!" become mandatory in a car.
In a recent New England surmyself actually lowering my head "Have you picked up any aliens
vey, it was found that regular cell
to have a conversation - lower- on that thing?" "Cyborg!"
ing my head below the level of the
Rubes. But I have a tough outer phone users were four times as
dashboard. Naturally, one's profi- hide, and it wasn't long before I likely to injure themselves in a car
ciency behind the wheel is sub- had a repertoire of comebacks at -accident- the equivalent to drivstantially impaired if you are only my disposal.
ing with .08 blood alcohol in your
getting a glimpse of oncoming
Another slice of Salt Spring system - legally impaired.
traffic now and then. Something mistook the device for a hearing
You can bet that over the next
had to be done. Enter Bluetooth.
aid, and resist as they may, they year or so there will be legislation
Bluetooth is a small earpiece couldn't keep their eyes off this introduced making it illegal to
that is equipped with a micro- contraption sticking out of my use a regular cell phone in your
phone, and works wirelessly with ear. They would start tripping over car. It's already in place in Newmost cell phones. Your cell phone their words. I now know what it foundland (go figure.) Quebec
tucks nicely away in your pocket must be like to have large breasts. and Ontario are throwing out feel-

HEAD TQ HEAD
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ers to see the viability; to see how
eager the cops will be to enact the
law. Will they treat it as a serious
offepce or put it on the back shelf,
along with pot possession beefs
or domestic violence incidents?
After all, it's not like cell
phones are going to go away any
time soon. Despite the alleged
health risks of these babies, there
are now 212 million in use in the
United States, with 40,000 more
a day signing up. I am sure the
numbers are similar in Canada.
Another benefit to the Bluetooth device is that it is impossible
for the police to know if you are
on it or not, or if you are singing
along to The New Pornographers,
or if you are having a conversation
with your invisible friend. Bluetooth will be above the law.
Rightly so. It is completely
hands free, so when programmed
properly it is no more dangerous
than having a chat with someone
in the passenger seat.
There are plenty of other distractions that will need to be dealt
with in the near f1.1ture. What
self-respecting soccer mom is not

equipped with a portable DVD
player in the mini van? The whole
automotive world seems absolutely giddy about shoehorning a
GPS system into the dashboard,
thus eliminating the age-old puzzle of refolding Texaco maps.
These are the new kids on the
block. The sentimental favourites
of flipping through a CD binder,
or fumbling for a cigarette, or
spilling a hot cup of take-out coffee into your lap remain high up
on the list of auto distractions
that deserve judicial attention.
Most fall under the category of
"distracted driving," a catch-all
phrase which roughly translates
to "driving like an idiot, completely sober."
In a brilliant coup, Samsung
has just released something called
the Origami, a dashboard mini
computer that allows you to watch
DVDs, listen to music and check
your e-mail while racing for the 5
p.m. ferry.
Count me in. They are Bluetooth
compatible. Now, if Telus or Rogers can find a way to actually provide decent cell-phone service on
this rock, my life will be complete.

OPINION
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More letters
Governance
questions
Congratulations to trustees Peter Lamb and George
Ehring for sticking to their
election promises to look
at the current structure of
the Islands Trust and try to
negotiate a "better deal" for
Salt Spring residents.
In that light they participated in the Islands Trust's
governance task force, along
with nine other trustees and
Linda Adams, chief administrative officer of the Trust.
Not included in task force
membership was any representation from the NGOs,
Roots and Islanders for Self
Government, the Chamber
of Commerce and other business/community interests, or
the Capital Regional District
regional director.
The report issued last
week at Trust Council was
thorough in addressing the
issues regarding governance
on this island as it relates
to the Islands Trust. Unfortunately, it failed to address
other governance issues of
concern to islanders.
The report proposes to
increase the representation
to four trustees, from two,
for local Trust areas, based
on a population factor. This
would mean that initially
only Salt Spring would have
four trustees. Salt Spring

would then have 15 per cent
of the representation while
contributing 40 per cent to
the overall Trust budget.
But the task force members were pleased that this
option retains the federated
approach to representation.
In addressing the relationship between taxation and
representation at Trust
Council, the task force stated
that there would be a "higher
relationship than status quo
in more populous local Trust
areas if population correlates
with tax contribution."
Proportional representation is fundamental to
democracy and the Trust
task force recommendations
do not seem to offer this.
Islanders for Self-Government have some questions
for the trustees :
• Would there now be four
votes on Trust Council for
Salt Spring?
• Would one of the finance
committee positions be
reserved for Salt Spring?
• Would the chair of the
Local Trust Committee still
be from off-island?
• What would be the
impact of costs on our local
budget? Would the cost for
our trustees double?
• Will there still be almost
half a million dollars a year
leaving Salt Spring to support the Islands Trust on the
other islands?

with the purchase of one of the
listed items the 1.1 Lpot con be

~~r~h~~~~~~r $29 •97*
REG. $74.89
*Umited quanfity of 20

Cuisinox "Elite" is a line of three-ply 18/10 Stainless Steel
Clad Cookware which delivers an incredible value, great
looks & it cooks beautifully. The line combines highly polished
stainless steel exterior, a brushed stainless steel interior &
the superior heat conductivity of an aluminum core.

• Will the other islands
step up and increase their
taxes to help support these
increases?
• Will the B.C. government
step up to help defray some
of these increased costs?
• What will the response
be from the Ministry of
Community Services?
The Islanders for Self
Government group believes
that the Islands Trust recognizes it has a political problem on this island. The governance task force should
only be the beginning, and
perhaps the trustees might
look at the benefits ·of an
incorporated rural municipal model of governance, as
is working well on Bowen
Island. While they are in
office, they could initiate
steps towards examining this
model, while ensuring that
Salt Spring remains part of
the federation of islands,
maintaining the preserve
and protect mandate of the
Islands Trust.
If anyone on this island
can bring a more balanced
and effective form of governance to this island, Peter
Lamb and George Ehring
are the two most able to do
it. They were elected with
a strong majority and are
widely respected.
for Islanders for Self Government

and open booze, to say nothing of the underage kids wandering up and down the road
with drinks in hand. They
were having a great time.
We, however, were not.
The residents of Vesuvius
are tired of not being heard
and having to go to jobs the
next day with no sleep, not
to mention having to sweep
up all the broken glass off
the road and pick up empty
beer cans.
We are the ones paying
taxes and we feel the renter
of the party house should
have been shut down when
the local RCMP were called
the first or second time.
Having lived on this wonderful island for over 10
years, we have seen officers
come and go.
There was a time when we
knew every officer and they
were a constant presence on
the street and in our parks,
talking to kids young and
old. I can't remember when I
last saw an officer out of his
or her vehicle.
The parks on a Sunday
have young and old drinking
beer, knowing they will not
be bothered, so it's OK. We
choose not to use our parks
to avoid the panhandlers that
need another drink.
We need to come together
as a community and deal
with this issue. Someone
needs to take responsibility.

Police
presence

Vesuvius

SUSAN RUSSELL,

We were so happy to see
roses in the paper from the
Relay for Life to all the
neighbours by Portlock
Park.
Unfortunately, the neighhours on Vesuvius Bay Road
were not so fortunate, as
a huge house party in full
swing in the early evening
kept us up until 4 a.m.
A call at 10 p.m. met with
an assurance the RCMP
would shut it down at 11
p.m. At 12:30 a.m. we called
again and saw the police
drive by shortly after. The
underage kids by this time
were walking up and down
the road with open beer
and alcohol, and there were
cars coming and going that
should have been stopped.
The noise level was unbelievable. They had a sound
system set up outside and
that alone should have been
reason enough to shut this
party down.
Our complaint with the
RCMP is for not setting up
road blocks and checking
every car that left Vesuvius
that night for drunk drivers

MARYANNE
MCLAUGHLIN,
DEB STEVENSON,

Relay thanks
To everyone who made the
1st Canadian Cancer Society
Relay for Life on Salt Spring
Island such a special event,
thank you.
To all the volunteers who
put many hours into the
event, some forgoing sleep
for 24 hours, thank you.
To the businesses on Salt
Spring who didn't even
pause when asked for the
countless time to "help out,"
thank you.
To the performers, activity coordinators and for the
words that made the night so
meaningful, thank you.
To the participants, whose
excitement and enthusiasm
before, during and after the
event made everything wonderful, thank you.
To the survivors, whom
we honour, thank you.
To those we have lost, who
showed us that after torrential rains the sun does shine
again, we thank you and
miss you so much.
To the community of Salt

Spring Island, thank you,
thank you, thank you!
MARGO GREGGAINS,

for the leadership committee, Salt Spring Island
Relay for Life

Legoland
journey
Theatre goers from Toronto were visiting with me
during the performances of
Legoland held at the high
school June 5-7.
They commented that
if this ran with seasoned
actors, one couldn't expect a
more professional and capable performance. The actors
were matched in strength
and their interpretation of
their roles was impeccable,
and it's true that we were,
indeed, on the journey with
both of them.
I also thoroughly enjoyed
the performance, but more
than that was also proud that
one of our islanders, Amitai
Marmorstein, has achieved
such a high level of competency in the theatre at such a
young age.
I look forward to seeing
more of him in other productions.
HANNAH BROWN,

Salt Spring

More on
cancer
During this cancer-awareness time I thought that possibly my personal experience
with cancer may be helpful.
Early detection I believe
was the key to my recovery
from two different breast
cancers. I was 38 when my
husband Gordon discovered
my first lump. It was very
small. I had a mastectomy
followed by a series ofradiation treatments.
After five years I was
declared probably cancer
free.
In my 65th year in 1990
a mammogram detected
a small lump in my other
breast, which was undetectable ill self-examination. The
treatment this time, 27 years
later, was a lumpectomy followed by a series of radiation
treatments.
We are indeed grateful
for the excellent treatment I
have received.
We contribute to the yearly cancer fundraising campaigns, although we very
much regret that a greater
emphasis is not placed on
cancer prevention. It is the
only way we feel that the
steady increase in cancer
rates can be reversed.
BIANCA BARNES,

Salt Spring

Membership Special
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Now is the time to join the
Salt Spring Island Golf & Country rt..h'~•
CALL FOR DETAILS • BUY NOW AND SAVE!
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Anachronistic Spanish siesta
deserves passionate defence
The late,
great Noel
Coward
wrote many
witty and
memorable
WITH ARTHUR BLACK
lines , but
perhaps his
countries as well as the Philmost famous
ippines.
contribution was this:
Indeed, any country where
Mad dogs and Englishmen
the mercury routinely soars
go out in the mid-day sun.
I'm not sure that it marks into the 40's in the early
a great leap forward for afternoon usually observes
humankind, but it looks like some variation of the siesta.
44 million Spaniards may Most folks in China, Taibe about to join those batty wan and southern India also
Brits and crazed canines. The make it a point to pull down
Spanish government is offi- the shades just after lunch.
Not that the Spanish
cially abolishing the siesta.
Siesta. A beautiful word for siesta is all about sleepa beautiful concept. It comes . ing- it's more about famfrom hora siesta, or 'sixth ily. For untold generations,
hour', referring to the num- Spaniards kave retired to
ber of hours after dawn when their homes for a mid-afterit seems like a good idea to noon break to be with their
get out of the potato patch, loved ones, eat a hearty
turn off the cement mixer, lunch, drink some vino and
abandon the Toro mower and what have you. The siesta is
get your carcass out of the healthful, life-affirming and
broiling sun and into some pleasant. So naturally the
nice cool shade. It's just a Spanish government wants
. sensible break, not the end of to get rid of it.
Because it's frightfully
the working day. The workers return refreshed to their unproductive, don't you
jobs for a couple of hours in see? All those citizens enjoythe cooler temperatures of ing themselves at home when
they could be down at the
the evening.
The Spanish didn't invent factory cranking out widgets,
the siesta - they swiped it sweating over hay bales out
from Portugal - but they in the south forty or filling
enthusiastically exported it out purchase orders in quinto grateful nations around the tuplicate back at the office.
Let's face it. The siesta is
world. Mexicans embrace
the siesta concept, as do most an anachronism. A throwCentral and South American back to ancient times when

WIT&
WHIMSY

people lived for themselves, not for the clock on
the wall. All that's changed
now. Spain is a member
of the European Common
Market - and how's that
going to work if an olive oil
importer in Dusseldorf calls
Malaga to place an order and
all he gets is a busy signal
because Senor Malaga has
his phone off the hook so it
doesn't interrupt his siesta? ·
Well, no more. Under a
new law, federal employees
are obliged to take no more
than 45 minutes for lunch
- and to leave the office for
the day no later than 6 p.m.
Will it work? I have my
doubts. The law was passed
in January, when afternoon
temperatures are chilly, even
downright frigid in Spain.
We'll see how many Spaniards think working through
the afternoon is a good idea
once torrid summer weather
sets in.
As a Luddite and a romantic, I hope the initiative
fails miserably. Why should
Spain be like Belgium and
Denmark and Latvia, all in
the name of economic harmonization? German marks
and Dutch pfennigs, French
francs and Spanish pesetas
are already currency history, replaced by the dreary,
ubiquitous Euro. Sure, it's
easier to figure out what
you're paying for a product
in Europe now - but it's a
whole lot blander.
I guess this is the Global
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Village Marshall McLuhan
prophesied. No doubt one
day Toronto will be just
like Toledo and Madrid will
be indistinguishable from
Moncton.
It's already happening. I
spent some time in a town
called Almunecar on Spain's
Costa del Sol this past winter. Overall, the town is
unremarkable, except for
one section I discovered by
accident. It's a labyrinthine
warren of twisting cobbled
streets that follow no pattern,
curving back, even bisecting themselves at times. The
streets meander crazily,
opening up on unexpected
plazas, tiny hidden cafes and
ancient churches.
It's the Old Town, originally settled by Phoenicians
more than two thousand
years ago. It's impossible
not to get lost in the Old
Town, but it's not very scary
because it's not very big.
Sooner or later, you'll run
into something familiar.
Too familiar, actually. After stumbling along one
corkscrew alley for a while
I suddenly came to an openmg.
It was a mini-mall. A
nest of shops selling Timex
watches, Nike running shoes,
Levis, Janzten swimwear and
Paula Abdul CDs.
On the plus side, I couldn't
buy any of it. It was two in
the afternoon and the shops
were all closed.
Siesta, don't you know.

BELLAVANCE
WELDING LTD.
Quality Boat Building
& Fabrication in
Aluminium & Steel
Since 1973

• portable welding on land or sea
• custom fabrication in
and steel
• driveway gates
• marine ramps and walkways
• fuel tanks
• railings
• truck rac~s and boxes
• garden gates and arbours

If you can think of it, we can
;_u_u:lll

SENIORS'
INDEPENDENT LIVING
Renting an apartment at Heritage Place
make life easier and safer for Seniors.
The rent includes everything but personal
telephone. There is only one suite, a studio,
left in Arbutus House. Elm House is
under construction with a few studio and
one bedroom suites available only.
Dogwood and Cedar Houses are yet to be
built. The village will be complete
at the end of2008.1he waiting list grows.
Open House & Tea
every Saturday 1 - 3 pm
Tours available at other times
by appointment
Donna Regen at 537-1201.

FOR THE
Poets Cove trial set to begin RECORD
in Victoria on Wednesday
The trial pitting Poets
Cove Resort and Spa against
the provincial government's
Heritage Conservation Act
(RCA) is set to begin this
morning (Wednesday) at
9:30, nearly 18 months after
RCMP first laid charges
against the company for
allegedly moving more than
50 truck loads of human

remains from South Pender
Island's Bedwell Harbour.
The materials are said
to have come from the site
of an ancient First Nations
midden dating as far back as
3,000 BC during construction of the $40-million luxury resort by the Calgarybased company.
Observers representing

First Nations groups from
across the country contend
the case is especially important because no person or
company has ever been convicted under the RCA.
Penalties can reach as high
as $1 million for corporations and up to two years
in jail for individuals found
guilty.

Red tide area keeps on expanding
Fisheries and Oceans Canada declared a
total closure to the harvesting of all bivalve
molluscs in the waters surrounding the Gulf
Islands and much of the B.C. coast last
week.
, The most recent local closures affect harvesting of all clams, oysters, mussels and
scallops in Ganges Harbour, Fulford Harbour and Satellite Channel due to paralytic
shellfish poisoning (PSP) toxin, as a result of
naturally-occurring algae in coastal waters

+
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caused by higher water temperatures.
Last week officials expected the closure to
continue for at least another three weeks, but
likely longer. An area must be deemed free
of the PSP toxin for three weeks before it
will be declared open for harvesting again.
People are advised to not eat local bivalves
until further notice.
For more information on closures, contact
Fisheries and Oceans at 250-7 46-6221.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

We are looking f~r an arts administrator and programmer with the knowledge and
skills necessary to develop and enhance ArtSpring's reputation as one of Canada's most
outstanding smaller arts venues.
Candidates must have at least 5 years management experience in a not-for-profit arts organization with demonstrated
experience and results in facilities and financial management, institutional advancement, and programming. Abachelor's
degree is required, and a graduate degree in management, arts administration, or a related field highly desirable. Knowledge
and appreciation of the visual and performing arts is essential. Prior supervisory experience managing and mentoring staff and
volunteers is required, as are proven fund raising skills. Acall for interest and full job description is available at www.artspring.
ca/edsearch.pdf

Please send cover letter and resume, on or before july 20, by e-mail to artspringEOsearch@saltspring.com
or by fax to (250) 537-1846.

• An error in the GISS
music program meant vocal
soloist Rosie Hamilton was
incorrectly identified in a
June 14 review of a GISS
music concert. Vocalist
Caroni Young was also misdentified in the same piece.

.....n,.,....,.,_heritageplace_in~c;:>
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GST? Taxes?
Too much paperwork?
Let us help!
Computerized Book Keeping
Software Support
Accounting Software
Initial Data Setup
Training & Assistance

Gary Maclellan
537-0611
Maclellan.Associates@yahoo.ca

GULF ISLANDS DRIFlWOOD

A house fire: in the beginning
A fire struck the Salt Spring · and that the area around the
home of Diana Thompson, heater stayed clear. Yet I was
her husband Lari Robson the one who lit the fire that
and son Dexter on February threw the sparks that lit the
18, 2006. In a series of three roof that torched our home
articles, Diana describes on a cold morning last Febsome of their experiences, ruary.
with the aim ofinspiring othThe staircase, the roof
ers to be more prepared in and our son's bedroom were
case they become victims of incinerated. We've lost vida fire in future.
eos and tapes of him as a
child, but we have him, and
By DIANA THOMPSON
that's all that matters.
First of three parts
Still, I woke in the night
I was always the one who for two months afterwards,
insisted we stop the car. We'd terrified, believing I smelled
have to turn around and go smoke, and, once awake, I
all the way back, just to be lay wishing the fire had
certain the damper on our never happened. Wishing I'd
woodstove was closed.
caught it in time, wishing
I was adamant that the the garden hose hadn't been
stove must be out at night, frozen solid or that the fire

extinguisher could have been
of some help. And when our
blackened house stood there
stinking, I was left wishing
I'd done what they tell you
to do: document everything
you own, take photos or
video, and put the images in
a safety deposit box.
I ended up spending two
months wearing a respirator
and gloves, combing through
blackened bits of toys and
furniture, trying to identify
and photograph what was
lost. It's not a job I'd recommend to anyone. But I
had no other way of being
certain of what was lost, and
if the insurance company
wanted to challenge any of
our claims, we had to have

proof of ownership.
Like most people, we
have replacement insurance,
which means that whatever you once owned will be
paid for if you replace it.
If you don't replace it, you
can list it and get a depreciated value. But you need to
know what you owned, and
believe me, it's not easy to
remember. Do you know the
year and publisher of that
old book? Or what lens was
on your camera? Take the
pictures.
There are many things
I wish I'd known or done
before the fire. If I write
them down here, perhaps it
will help you.
' We had an emergency
route and we'd practised it.
I'd even drilled a hole through
a stud upstairs, attached an
eyebolt, then tied on a heavy
rope knotted every foot. If
someone was trapped up
there, they had an escape.
We'd already planned where
to meet. It was a good thing,
having that plan. We knew
we were safe and the pets
were with us.
I wish I had read our insurBurton, Marg Simons, Sid shows, instruction and fun
Filkow, Judith Borbas, Pat at Blennerhassett! Moontide ance policy. Like others, I
thought we were covered with
Duke, Dale Drever and the -Farm
replacement insurance. That
list goes on and on. Also, a
means
our house would be
A sulky full of roses to special bouquet of roses to
Mrs. Weinert's Grade 4-5
Ron Reznick, Andrea and Lou Ellis whose passion for class at Salt Spring Elemen- replaced, right? Check again.
John Pringle, Linda Jensen, the people of Cuba is truly tary would like to thank all If you live in an older house,
Sue Newman, Janet, Mar- inspiring! Muchos Gracias, the businesses who_support- and you need to rebuild, you
din, and all the participants, TL
ed our raffle: GVM, Pharma- will need to upgrade to pressponsors, organizers and
save, Saltspring Soapworks, ent-day building standards.
all my subjects, for helping
A big bouquet of fragrant Harlan's, Foxglove, Mrs. Your house might have 2 x 4
me with my ride around the yellow roses to Donna, Kelly, Clean, West of the Moon studs, but now you need 2 x
track at the Relay for Life. - Kerry and Maggie of Island and Aromacrystal Therapy. 6. If you don't have "bylaws
Phyllis
Quest Realty for sponsoring Thanks to you, we're off to insurance," which will cover
the difference in cost, you'll
the Women's Cancer Sup- Hornby Island!
be paying for th'at yourself.
Black long-stemmed roses port Group team in the Relay
We also have separate stufor Ezra, JK47 aka Amitai for Life June 9-10! Thanks,
Many dozen roses to Lily
dio
buildings, listed on our
and Andrea, for all the care
Marmorstein, whose inven- ladies - see you next year!
tive original "choices" are
and support to Harrison after policy. Our work isn't based
making Legoland a cult clasRoses, roses and more his accident at the skate- in our house. But if yours is,
sic.
roses to my neighbours on park. We are so grateful to you might want to go take a
Mount Belcher Heights, who have friends like you both. look at your papers. Insurance
companies aren't quite as
Roses to everyone who have been working so hard Also, bunches of roses to the
understanding after a fire as
donated humanitarian aid to remove the broom from paramedics, and to Matt and
they may seem beforehand.
for the Caravan to Cuba and their property and along the Josh and all the people who
One last thing. We'd just
money for us to pay ship- road. It is wonderful to see a helped Harrison. JJ
spent $10,000 on a new
ping costs for our aid. Tl).ese whole stretch of road free of
cedar roof. We'd had handinclude Pharmasave, GISS this invasive fue hazard! LG
A rose to the wonderful split shakes ever since my
band and dance groups,
crew at Thrifty Foods for husband built the place 30
Unitarian Fellowship, Local
Many thanks to the Col- hosting the fundraiser BBQ years ago; and we loved the
NDP Committee, Sue Earl, gans for creating a fabu- last Saturday! And to Janet way they looked -the shinJuliette Laing, Bruce Elkin, lous equestrian facility in for the cool decorations. . ing richness of them. But
George and Ellen Taylor, the a heavenly setting. Bushels Love from the Climbing cedar looks horrific when
jeweller at the market, San- of roses for offering to the Wall Wallunteers.
it burns. Metal roofs look
dra Hunter, Vikash, Harry community excellent clinics,
great to me now.
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The 'Good Planet Company (formerly Granola Groovy Eco-Stme)
offers a great selection of products for the furry member of )(lur
family. We particularly love Planet Dog "OJbee.Tuff'' baRs, which are
incredibly "doggie durable", bouncy, buoyant, and minty. Yes, minty!
our natural pet department also contains:
. • Wheat& Preservatlv&free Dog Treats
• Hemp Colars& Leashes
• Certified Organic Plush Squeaky Toys

• Chemical Free Dog Shampoos

1005 Broad St. (at Fort St) Victoria, BC
250-477-0146
Open 7 days a week
SHOP ONUNE: www.goodplanet.com
"""

""

the good life is greenTM

•

Shopping
list:
~

• • • • • 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 Ground beef
0 Dried minced
onion
0 Teriyaki sauce
0 Mayonnaise
0 Dijon mustard
0 sweet onion
0 Swiss cheese
0 Romaine lettuce
OTomato
.
0 Crusty rolls
0 Vegetable oil for gnll

THE GANGES VILLAGE MARKET BISTRO BURGERS
Short cuts to cooking for one or two @ with Sarah Lynn
Hamburger sandwich: Ground meat can be traced through history to the ancient Egyptians. It is
an ingredient found in the cuisine of many countries. Yet the hamburger sandwich is indisputably
a North American invention (though who served the first cooked and dressed ground meat
patty in a bun is disputed). In today's global urban culture, the 'hamburger' is franchised around
the world as a nutritional fast food meal for those on the go. Here is a unique va·riation you can
prepare and serve at home as the centerpiece of a slower-paced, informal bistro-style meal.

.......... " ................................................. " ........................... .

+

TO MAKE FOUR BISTRO BURGERS: Prepare your cold grill with a little vegetable oil, then preheat. (This
ensures the patties won't stick and will facilitate distinctive grill marks on your patties when served.) Combine
1/4 cup mayonnaise and 1 tablespoon Dijon mustard. Set aside. Have ready 4 slices sweet onion. 4 slices
Swiss cheese. 4 romaine lettuce leaves. 4 slices tomato. 4 crusty rolls, split and toasted. Mix 1 1/2 lb
ground beef with 2 tablespoons minced dried onion & 1/4 cup teriyaki sauce. Form mixture into tour patties.
Grill until done. Spread the mayonnaise &Dijon mustard sauce on each toasted bun. Place a patty on one side
of each bun. Top the other side with a sweet onion slice, a Swiss cheese slice, a romaine leaf & a tomato slice.
Serve sandwich open for an attractive presentation. Let your recipient close the bun before eating.
Come and try this wonderful dish at
THE GANGES VILLAGE MARKET
FOOD DEMONSTRATION

~ • This Thursday 12:30 - 4 pm
.
.
• ThiS Fnday 11 am - 6 pm

GANGES

VILLAGE MARKET

who will bring gifts & greetings
along with helpful information
about your new community!
www.welcomewagon.ca
537-8464 ~
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Local woolgatherers spinning July 16 farm tour plan
Islanders might want to put a
new summer activity on their calendar now.
On Sunday, July 16, the Salt
Spring Island Woolgatherers are
opening their farms for visitors to

tour, as part of a plan to raise awareness of locally produced fibre .
Members of the Farmers Institute Sheepbreeders, participants
are Frog Hollow Farm, owned by
Lorrie Irwin and Andy Whitehead;

Ravensbluff Farm, Donna Vanderwekken; Shepherd's Purse Farm,
Ron and Donna Ateah; Maple Hill
Farm, Delaine Faulkner and Steve
Grayson; Willowcrest Farm, Tony
and Margaret
Threlfall;
and_ Bullock
· ;,ioll _
__

~-

==================:=:::::;1..

Warm Weather
Months Mean

Biking in BC
On a bike, adventurers can flashback to their youth, get
some exercise and - in the case of fat-wheel riding- have
a wild adventure. These days, there are two modes of
bicycle riding - one for road travel and the other for rugged trails. Whichever is preferred, there are many choices
of where to pedal in the Vancouver. Coast & Mountains
region.
Right in Vancouver. enthusiasts can cruise the seawall
or along the west side's picturesque beaches. There is a
cycling route under the SkyTrain that connects Vancouver
to Burnaby and New Westminster. For more two-wheeled

T R A V E l

adventure, head to Richmond to pedal peacefully along
the dykes. Here, as well as Ladner's country roads, are
picturesque places to combine biking and birding. One
should keep in mind that bikes are allowed on many
modes of transport in Vancouver's public transit system.
Also, there are many places to rent bikes in Vancouver,
several near the entrance to Stanley Park.
In the Fraser Valley, there is no end to rural routes. Around
Langley, Abbotsford and Chilliwack, adventurers can follow country roads among farmland and nurseries before
stopping for a picnic in a park or at a mom-and-pop
owned eatery.
To navigate.a vast web of trails including cross-country
routes, intense downhills, freerides with ladder bridges,
skinnies, teeter-totters and more, riders can venture to the
Sunshine Coast. Sprockids Mountain Bike Park offers the
opportunity to hone one's skill before hitting epic trails
with a vengeance.
However, should adventurers wish a screaming wild ride,
a journey to the mountains offers a haven of rugged

Lake Farm, John and Iris Fulker.
"Farms will be open to visitors
for one hour at each location - to
view the animals, enjoy the ambiance of farm life and see the valueadded products that are available,"

explains a press release. "We hope
to promote Salt Spring's wool
industry so that it will become as
well known as Salt Spring lamb."
The day will run from 9 a.m. to
4p.m.

B C

opportunity. There are some great places for single-track
riding. Known as the 'birthplace of freeriding,' the North
Shore Mountains await. Mt Seymour's signature ride,
CBC, as well as Ned's Atomic Dustbin, are sure to test any
rider's mettle.
In Whistler, riders can make some tracks amid classic
trails, replete with scenery rich in mountains, rivers, creeks
and deep-green forest. And for more, one can head to the
Whistler Blackcomb Mountain Bike Park, which promises
over 200 kilometres of lift-serviced, adrenalin-fueled trail
blazing. As operators of the world's largest and most
successful bike parks, Whistler Blackcomb is considered a
pioneer in bike park development.
Chilliwack's Vedder Mountain will rev up hard-core riders,
rooted runways are everywhere. The Squamish region ,
rocks when it comes to single-track rides and should one
journey to Hope in search of a ride with a view, the Kettle
Valley Railway trail through, Coquihalla Canyon Provincial
Park will prove a memorable trek. This 18 kilometre (11
mile) round-trip starts at the Hope Visitor Centre, making

its way through the Othello Tunnels before heading back
again.
These are but a few places that will thrill while on a bike
in Vancouver, Coast & Mountains. Minus the banana seat.
To learn more about biking in the Vancouver, Coast &
Mountains Region and to get everything you need to plan
your vacation- where to go, what to see and do, where
to stay, plus printable maps to show you how to get there
- visit HelloBC.com/vcm/biking.

Cycling the Stanley Park Seawall

TOURISM BCIDANNIELLE HAYES

Festivals & Events
Vancouver, Coast & Mountains
June 17

Community Day Parade & Celebration, Langley

July 7-8

Abbotsford Berry Festival, Abbotsford

July8-16

Harrison Festival of the Arts,
Harrison Hot Springs

August 4-6

Squamish Days loggers Sports Festival, Squamish

August 3-6

24th Annual Sunshine Coast Festival
of the Written Arts, Sechelt

August 11 - 13

44th Annual Abbotsford International Air Show,
Abbotsford

August 19

13th Annual Arts Alive Festival, Langley

September 1 - 3

19th Annual Chilliwack Bluegrass Festiva~
Chilliwack

September 1 - 3

3rd Annual Riverfest, Lytton

September 8 - 10

38th Annual Hope Brigade Days, Hope

August 19 - 20

Richmond Maritime Festival, Richmond

For more information about Festivals & Events in the Vancouver, Coast &
Mountains Region, please visit HelloBC.com/vcm/events.

BC's Thompson Okanagan Revels
in Wineries and Agri-Tourism

There's no better place for a summer vacation than right here. British Columbia offers

+

almost endless combinations of natural beauty, people and cultures. For outdoor
enthusiasts, B.C. is an awe-inspiring display of mountains, rivers and lakes. Ripe
vineyards, wide-open plains and beaches that seem to stretch forever. This summer,
there really is no better place to explore than your home- British Columbia.

For more information on special travel opportunities within B.C. and to order
your free BC Escapes®Guides, calll-800 HELLO BC or visit HelloBC.com

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
1be Best Place on Earth

They call it Napa North. The Okanagan Valley, Be's oldest and largest
wine producing area, is home to
more than 60 wineries, and most
welcome visitors with tours and
tastings.
The Okanagan wine route starts in
Salmon Arm on Shuswap lake, and
continues along Okanagan, Skaha
and Vaseaux Lakes to the desert area
near Osoyoos. Burgundy and white
Wine Route signs mark the way.
Wine touring is about more than the
vintages. Most Okanagan wineries
are in scenic locales, with long lake
and vineyard views, and many have
memorable settings. You might fi nd
yourself sampling wine in a Tuscanstyle mission tower, a century-old
log house, or next to a pyramid. A
growing number of wineries also
have restaurants on site; typically
open-air eateries serving locallysourced bistro fa re.
Three informative stops en route are
the BC Orchard Industry Museum
and Wine Museum, which share a
building in Kelowna, and the BC
Wine Information Centre in Penticton. All three have details about wine
and agri-tourism in the area.
The valley hosts a wine festival
each season. In January, the lcewine
Festival celebrates that uniquely
Canadian tipple. The Spring Wine
Festival has a culinary focus, while
the Summer Wine Festival mixes
wine with art, music and outdoor
adventure. The year's biggest event,
and one of the leading festivals of
its kind in North America, is the Fall
Wine Festival, with dozens of events
throughout the region. And, though
it may be hard to persuade a true
vinophile of this, there is more to the

Okanagan than wine. Throughout
the valley, one can stop at farmers'
markets and roadside fruit stands to
pick up locally made jam, honey, artisanal cheeses, herbs, and, of course,
that grand childhood memory:
bushels of peaches, apricots, and

Wine tasting in Penticton
TOURISM BCIDON WE/XL

lush Bing cherries to be eaten on
the long drive home. To learn more
about wineries and agri-tourism in
the Thompson Okanagan Region and
to get everything you need to plan
your vacation - where to go, what
to see and do, where to stay, plus
printable maps to show you how to
get there - visit HelloBC.com/Okanagan/wineries&orchards.
Doubling tourism: The Province
has added $50 million to meet the
goal of doubling tourism by 2015.
Projects include cultural extravaganzas, sport events and convention
centre upgrades.
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SIMPLY SEA CAPERS
Derrick Lundy photos

Alice Paveley, left, and Kirsty Girard get wet in their hand-built boat.

Pie ladies, from left, Devon Metcalfe, Marjorie Pearcy and Meg Hodges serve up a tasty treat
at Sea Capers festivities in Centennial Park on Saturday.
Above, a face-painted Sarah Morris watches the boat launch and
enjoys the fun. Below, Seth Crouse sails his handmade boat as part
of Sea Capers children's activities.

Above, left, Charles Wilton turns out in trendy Sea Capers fashion, while above right, two
young children dance to music being performed in the bandstand.

Above, contestants in the Build-a-Boat contest cross
the finish line, while at right, Arnie Hengstler gives a
net demonstration as Katie Villadsen and Emily Rothwell look on.

+

Above, are Micah Booy and Adrien Kaiser building a
boat. At left, Julia Hengstler creates a huge bubble
in Centennial Park as Sea Capers music plays at the

A Dr·

ood Guide to Island 11-ansportation, Sales, Service, Accessories and More!

For the love of old cars: gearing up for Canada Day show
By MARV COULTHARD
Driftwood Contributor

Have you ever attended a
car show? We have one happening here again on Canada
Day.
I had the luck and fortune
to attend one of the largest
cars shows in North America
in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
Hershey is a small town
near Harrisburg and is the
home of the Hershey chocolate company and factory.
Hershey has a population of
13,000 and yet it hosts what
is claimed to be the largest antique car show in the
world.
It is truly an awesome
sight to see. In the fall of
2000 I was on a tour of the
east coast of North America,
travelling from New Orleans
via Montreal to Badec, Nova
Scotia along with 20 other
Morgan car drivers. Our
final stop on the tour was
just in time for the Antique
Automobile Club's annual
gathering of the east coast
branches. There must have
been over 3,000 cars in the
Hershey stadium and surrounding parking lot and
fields.
An adjacent field held an
automotive flea market.

Classic cars on display at last year's Canada Day car show. The event runs again
this year on July 1, but at the middle and elementary school .fields on Rainbow Road.
We even found four Morgans in the car show and one
in the for-sale section. I was
lost and gone for the dawnto-dusk car s.b.ow. Most of
the show vehicles were "big

American iron," as I like to
call them, and many I had
never seen before, not even
in pictures.
There was a row of about
25 '57 T-birds, with the next

row being 1956 models and
'58s the other way.) All popular makes and models were
in abundant representation.
All the '57 T-birds were the
same. Strict adherence to

factory specifications made
you points in the scoring.
Some were convertible and
some hardtop and, of course,
different, but factory colours.
It was quite the sight.

Then came the lesserknown makes and models. I
saw my first Stanley Steamer
in full running order, just
like it was out of the factory. Makes like the Auburn,
Durant, Dusenberg, Tucker,
Maxwell, Detroit, Stutz,
White, Overland and, one of
my favourites, the Cord. I
had always wondered about
the Cord and here was my
first chance to get a good
look at them close up.
There were about 10
examples from years like
1929 to 1937 when the company went out of business.
As a luxury car producer, the
company did not survive the
Depression.
The car was a beauty
though, some models with
standard round headlights
and some with an upsidedown teardrop shape.
Most had chrome flex pipe
exhausts fitted through the
sides of the hood, and all
sporting a very distinct look
with the front wheels set
much further forward than
the grill and a large round
oval below the grill.
The car was front wheel
drive. It used the same
CAR SHOW A17

•umited time offer, on approved credit to qualified retail customers only. Offer available on a 2006 XC70/XC90 25T ASR7. $574/667 per month; 36mo/36mo month term with $5,000/$5,000 down payment (prices may be adjusted to include Volvo Cars of Canada Corp. and retailer
participation). First month's payment including tax, ($1 ,495 freight and PDI included), and $36.15/$36.15 PPSA are due at lease inception. Lease has a 60,000/60,000 km allowance ($0.16/$0.16 per km on excess). Lease APR 2.2o/o/2.5%. Total lease obligation $29,294.19/$33,697.27.
Taxes, licence, insurance and retailer charges ex1ra. Payment and security deposit may vary by choice of ex1ra equipment. Purchase at end of lease for $28,371.60/$31,287.60. Offers end June 30, 2006. May lease for less. Some terms/conditions apply. See us for full details. Vehicles may
not be exactly as shown. ©2006 Volvo Cars of Canada Corp. "Volvo. ·for life" is a registered trademark used under license by Volvo Cars of Canada Corp. Always remember to wear your seat belt. Visit volvocanada.com.
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Awareness and use of alternative fuels still low
Article provided by Car
Care Canada
Despite record oil prices,
concerns about global pollution levels and dependence
on foreign energy, Canadians' awareness and use of
alternative fuel engine technologies is still fairly low,
according to a recent Synovate survey.
Synovate, a global market

research firm, surveyed over
900 respondents in Canada
and the U.S. as part of an
international assessment of
4,500 vehicle owners around
the world.
"Virtually every automotive manufacturer worldwide is trying to understand
consumers' familiarity
with, usage of and preference towards hybrid electric,

direct injection diesel and
alternative fuel source vehicles," commented Scott Miller, CEO ofSynovate's global
Motoresearch practice.
Canadian and Ameri can consumers have similar awareness and adoption
behaviours toward alternative · fuel technologies, but
significantly differ in their
top reason for considering

Complete Automotive REPAIR • SERVICE • TIRES

Gyle Keating
Licenced Mechanic

#2 -111 Robinson Road
Monday-Friday Bam - Spm

537 2876
•

such a vehicle: Canadians,
along with most respondents
across the globe, want cleaner emissions and less pollution, while the majority of
Americans surveyed want to
reduce dependence on foreign energy.
Canadians responded l!imilarly to consumers around
the world when asked which
factors keep them from purchasing an alternative fuel
vehicle. By far, high vehicle
cost is the number one deterrent. Consumers' perception
of these vehicles' limited
driving range was the second
most cited reason among
everyone surveyed.
Canadians are most familiar with hybrid electric vehicles over other alternatives to
conventional engines, though
surprisingly, less than one
per cent of the respondents .
surveyed currently own or
previously owned a hybrid
vehicle. Other countries surveyed for this study, including China and Russia, had
significantly lower awareness of this technology.
Direct injection diesel
technology - a dramatic
improvement over its predecessor diesel technology in
terms of fuel efficiency, performance and tailpipe emissions - has the highest use
globally, but is still very low
at only five per cent among
all those surveyed. In Canada,
this type of engine is the least
familiar of the three technologies mentioned in the survey,
with 30 per cent of Canadians
never having heard of direct

injection diesels.
"Diesel technology has
improved dramatically over
the last decade, as is evidenced by broad adoption
in many European markets,"
said Miller. "Outside Europe,
however, it is plagued by consumer familiarity with older
diesel technology most typically found in pickups and
commercial vehicles, which
are typically loud, rough and
have visible tailpipe emissions. The challenge facing
diesel advocates in Canada
is how to get enough newer
diesels into the market to
expedite the same change
in perception that has taken
place in Europe."
While 91 per cent ofNorth
Americans are familiar with
alternative fuel sources
such as natural gas, ethanol,
methanol or bio diesel, less
than four per cent of Canadian respondents currently
own or previously owned a
vehicle that uses this technology. One major hurdle
may be fuelling infrastructures in Canada.
"Alternative fuel vehicles
are typically developed In
small, experimental volumes
for commercial application,
which is why so few retail
consumers have seen or even
heard of them," explains
Miller, adding that the fuelling infrastructure does not
exist to offer general consumers a minimally acceptable
level of convenience. "This
is a serious 'chicken and
egg' problem for the energy
and automotive industries.

Manufacturers can't afford
to launch vehicles that are
not supported by a refuelling
infrastructure, and the energy
industry can't afford to build
the infrastructure and wait
10 years for enough vehicles
to be on the road to make it
worth their investment."
"The principal perceived
benefit of most of these technologies is a reduced impact
on the environment, which
while important, does not
tend to strongly affect individual purchase behaviour in
most markets," notes Miller.
"As a result, consumers have
not driven the demand for
such vehicles. Instead, these
vehicles have been regarded
as requiring the consumer
to pay a higher price and
make unacceptable tradeoffs
in areas like performance,
vehicle size and design."
But hybrid vehicles may
be leading a change in consumer attitude in markets
where they are being promoted aggressively by wellrespected manufacturers
such as Toyota and Honda.
And the required sacrifices
are disappearing with some
new hybrids actually boasting better acceleration than
the vehicles' conventional
,
engine options.
"The environment is
becoming increasingly
important to the consumer,"
concludes Miller. "Now they
have an option to 'do the
right thing' for society without giving up the things that
matter to them as individual
vehicle buyers."
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SAUNDERS SUBARU
1784 Island Highway

474-2211
1-888-898-9911

across from J DF Rec Centre
*Government star ratings are part of the National Highway Traffic Safety administration's (NHTSA's) New Car Assessment Program (NCAP). See saferca r.gov for more deta ils. Offer va lid on 2006 89 Tribeca-5 passenger (6R2 XG) MSRP $41,995 and 2006 Outback 2.5i
(601 UL) MSRP $32,995. Freight and POl ($1495), PPSA, license, insurance, reg istration fees, administrative charges and taxes are extra. Financing and leasing programs availab le through GMAC on approved credit. Payment of $498 per month based on 2.8% lease
rate for up to 48 months on 89 Tribeca-5 passenger (6R2 XG) with $0 down payment or $0 sec urity deposit, and payment of $438 per month based on 2.8% lease rate for up to 48 months on 2006 Outback 2.5i (601 UL) with $0 down payment or $0 security deposit.
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Lycoming engine as used
in the Auburn (a company
that Cord acquired in 1927),
but Cord reversed the engine
so the transmission and differential was out front. The
manual transmission was
controlled by a long rod
overtop of the engine and
protruding through near the
top of the dash.
On to the sports cars, of
course. There were lots of
examples of the popular
British makes and models.
Americans like the Austin
Healey and several were
present.
Porsche was well represented and even a few Italian
cars like the Fiat Spyder and
a couple of Ferraris.
In amongst them I spotted
a Crosley. I sat and chatted
with the owner. It was a 1938
Crosley, made in the U.S.
and sold through the Sears
company.
I was fascinated with the
car, as it was all in original
condition. My father used
to drive one, though bdore I

could remember it.
The day came to a close
and I wearily left to find my
car and to retire to the hotel
for a beer and dinner with
the rest of us who were on
the tour.
Next morning I was up
early again, had a quick
breakfast and off to Hershey
park again, this time taking
in the car-for-sale compound.
In amongst them was a 1967
Morgan drop-head coupe in
immaculate condition.
Another member of our
group, a fellow from Toronto, knew the car and gave us
some history of it.
I then wandered off to the
flea market- we sometimes
call it an "autojumble." This
again was going to be good
for the whole day. Booth after
booth and tent after tent, by
the acres, of car parts. Old
and new.
Everything from trick
wheels to junk from under
the old workbench. I suppose
the theory is that "one man's
junk is another man's plea-

sure." I made several finds.
In one place this fellow had

five wire wheels fitted with
five Semperit tires.
They were from a Triumph
TR4, but were exactly what I
have on my Morgan. I was
so close to buying them, but
between the costs of shipping them home and their
questionable condition, I
decided against it.
I did find in one place a
brand new Unisyn SU carburetor synchronizing tool
for Morgan Su 's and in
another shop a full carburetor rebuild kit for the fourbarrel atop the 460 in our '76
Ford van.
Another long day came
to a close. My legs and feet
were sore from walking and
I headed for the hotel and
dinner.
Our Canada Day car show
here on Salt Spring may not
be tills big, but we do promise to have some impressive entrants again this year.
Come and see us and vote
for your favourite.

NONE TOUGHER
How do you describe a Grizzly? How about: four-wheel independen_t
suspension, a foot of ground clearance, improved durability, unbeatable
power-to-weight ratio. Or maybe: 660cc, five-valve engine, Ultramatic
Transmission, three way on-command drive selector system. Any way you
cut it, the Grizzly makes it crystal clear. You're looking at a super rugged
ATV that can conquer the toughest terrain. -

1063 Canada Ave.
Duncan,BC V9L1V2
250-746-7148
Ut·U·HS,•il·l!liO 1-866-746-2453

~I!.UNCAN
.
1998 FORD
, RANGER4X4
5 spd.

Always wear an approved helmet. eye protection. protective riding gear. Do not drink or
lake drugs and operate. Read your owner's manual. Operate safely and respect the envi·

YAMAHA
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be operated by person's 16 years of age or older. Check vehicle use restrictions of your
riding areas before using.

PROTECT THE LIFE OF YOUR VEHICLE
As part of any service, we perform a 40 point drive line safety check.

-------------------------------------------,
•
•
•
•
•

Road test by qualified technician
Clean and inspect transmission pan
Adjust bands
Adjust throttle linkage
Check modulator

*Parts, ECO fees and taxes extra

*For ta~J. cal! fQr pricing Qn
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - ':L- _ ~~~~_!1<>~~~-·'"- 't
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St3,ggs·l

Road test
_
. "' ~ .... ..,.
Check for correct operation
Check for leaks
., ·
Remove skid plate (if equipped)
:,.
Check electrical connections & linkages
Remove & fill with new lubricant
+Ecoiees&taxes.

1
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Covpon valid until May 30, '06

(Synthetic fluid & additives extra)
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Differential 'Service
~

ICBC
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• Road test
• Check for leaks
• Remove cover and inspect
._Check backlash

8c all private

Insurance claims

~r & ..•:~alms
VISA/MASTERCARD

537-2239

(Synthetic fluid & additives extra)
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655·3707 1·877·655·3707
#3 • 2051 Malaview, ~till ,..,_

: 5themin.ferryfrom
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Call
Bill, Arthur,
Steve or Deacon
for service
GEHUIN£ lfONI>A

OIL AND fiLTER CHANGE
Get premium quality Genuine Honda 5W·30 or 5W·20

~~~~e~~:~:~~~~~:~:~:a~~n~: :~~~~~~:·: ~:~e;:~~~

$34ss~

p!ug gasket. Plus, the real benefit of knowing that your vehlde ~"''"'""'"''' ,.,,,,,,,,M.,
is being sel\'lced by a factory trained Honda technician.

CLASSY LOOK: A classic Corvette draws lots of attention at last year's Canada Day
Classic Car Show on Salt Spring. This year's event is moving to Rainbow Road.
GENUtNE HONDA

BATTERIES

>>the

Our 60·month warranty makes powerful sense. Ensure a
smooth start this spring and summer searon by having your
battery checked before problems ouur. AGenuine Honda
battery delivers reliabillty and that added pe~ce of mind. Don't
open your hood to strangers. Bring it home to Honda.

*Available for most Honda models. Taxes
not included . Provincial environmental fees,
if any, excluded. Dealer may sell for less. See
your Honda Dealer for full details. Limited
time offer.

P.~can wash the car
HONDA

~!~~~!-~~~r~~

TOLL FREE 1-800-673-9276
Duncan, B.C.
"Applicable to all Honda vehicles only. www.discoveryhonda.com

www.honda.ca

TSTHEAIIII
AUTO 6 CUSTOM
» Specializing in VW, Honda, BMW and most other imports. Domestic
vehicles welcome too. Tune-ups,
diagnostics at competitive prices.

this time!!
Mr. Clean Professional
Auto Dry Car Wash Kit
• for an amazing spot-free clean and
shine with no need to dry
• simply soap, rinse with
Mr. Clean AutoDry
• comes with 200ml soap • wash mitt

•qu$o4f299

brakes, engines, transmissions,

» Jetstream custom side of things include engine conversions, restorations,
and hotrods of all types, makes and models. From engine electrical to
custom body work ...we do it all! At Jetstream the skies the limit! We
can make your dream car of truck a reality.

-JETSTREAM AUTO & CUSTOM
#8 - 2042 Mills Road, Sidney
(5 minutes from the ferry)

(250) 654-0135

~~

Rally Round the Rock
memories during spin in
Subaru Impreza WRX
By GAIL SJUBERG
Driftwood Editor
My colleague Susan
Lundy and I once participated in a car rally - the exciting inaugural Rally Round
the Rock in 1997 - but we
didn 't exactly have a rally
car at our disposal.
I think we used one of
Susan's Toyotas before it
spiralled into island beater
status, and while her driving skills and my navigating abilities weren't a bad
combination, I wonder how
we'd have fared on the route
with a 2006 Subaru Impreza
WRX Sport Wagon.
Saunders Subaru in Colwood let ad sales rep Rick
MacKinnon borrow one for
a few days and I took.it for a
quick spin on a rainy spring
afternoon.
This car is apparently a
consistent rally participant
and winner, and carries a
bunch of awards from the
last few years around in its
wheel wells, so it wasn't
surprising that it accelerates
like Maurice Richard on a
breakaway and comes to a
stop like an Edmonton Oilers party on Monday night.
(Handy for avoiding those
reckless Salt Spring deer.)
Don't ask me about the
attributes of a "230-horse-

"Short shifting between gears
on the five-speed manual
transmission accelerated
that process and
made for a fun outing."
power 2.5 litre DOHC intercooled, turbocharged boxer
engine" or "236 pound-feet
of torque at 3,600 rpm"all I know is that the WRX
was quickly up to speed on
Long Harbour Road.
Short shifting between
gears on the five-speed manual transmission accelerated
that process and made for a
fun outing.
However, all that power
has some impact at the
pumps, with the WRX getting about 24 miles to the
gallon in the city and 34 on
the highway.
The WRX also has symmetrical all-wheel drive, a
"sport-tuned" four-wheel
independent suspension, 17inch alloy wheels and automatic climate control, and
something called electronic
brake-force distribution,
which, according to the vehicle manual, "detects passenger and cargo load and then
controls the balance between

front and rear brakes to help
distribute brake force more
effectively when the vehicle
is weighed down," as well as
the usual anti_-lock braking
system.
Cargo-space-wise, the
wagon has a 60/40 split rear
seat and roomy storage area
at the back.
Besides the wagon, the
WRX also comes in a tres
sporty STI model with a rear
spoiler and special, high-performance Brembo brakes.
When it comes to looks,
Subaru has always seemed
to prefer the no-nonsense,
sensible shoes ensemble,
although the WRX does
break that tradition somewhat.
Inside, the car isn't cluttered with fancy dials or
stuff you don't really need,
and the black and grey interior has a calm, classy feel,
while the driver's seat made
me feel well supported and
ready to fly.

MIN I. Getting there is all the fun.
Have something left over when you arrive.

+
All MINis come standard with:
6 Airbags • Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) • Air Conditioning • Cornering Brake Control (CBC)
Automatic Stability Control + Traction (ASC +T) • Car Memory with follow-me-home function • Headlight
high-pressure washer system • Power Windows • Power Locks with Remote • Height Adjustable Seats
Heated exterior mirrors, electrically adjustable • Heated windshield washer jets • Tire Pressure Warning
(TPW) • Windshield wipers, speed sensitive •Xenon headlights, low beam • AM/FM/ CD Stereo

MINI Victoria • 1 101 Yates Street, Victoria • 995-MINI, 877-995-9250 • www.victoria.mini.ca

GULF ISLANDS DRIFTWOOD

Time to check your
cool quotient with a
cooling system quiz
Article provided by Car Care Canada

As Canada's best selling sports scooter, the BW50 is a common sight on
the road. Electric start, automatic transmission, Autolube oil injection and
a peppy, 49cc, 2-stroke engine make the BW as easy to use as it is fun
to ~ide. Sleek styling and a racy profile ensure the BW's looks match its
sensibility. BW50, make a statement.

MAKES SENSE

ffliltJm,raF}
730 Hillside Ave., Victoria 250-382-8291
www.sgpower.com

Always wear an approved helmet, eye protection and proper protective riding apparel. Do not
drmk and ride. Read your owner's manual. Ride safely and respect the erMronment. Yamaha
recommends all riders take an approved motorcycle safety traming course.

YAMAHA

A fairly common household disaster is
flooding of the laundry area due to a split
hose on a washing machine.
Also vulnerable to a similar disaster is
your car.
A bulging radiator hose, carrying hot water
(coolant) under pressure, can rupture.
Cooling system neglect is cited as a
principal reason for mechanical failure of a
vehicle.
In addition to the danger and inconvenience
of a breakdown, the damage to the engine
and transmission can add up to thousands
of dollars.
Discovering a leaking radiator, hose
connection, a sticking thermostat or other
cooling system component that's on ''borrowed
time" can save the life of your engine.
To underscore the importance of proper care
of the cooling system, Car Care Canada offers
this multiple-choice quiz. See how much you
know about this vital engine system.

Cooling System Quiz
1. For maximum freeze protection antifreeze
mixture should be:
a. half anti-freeze and half water;
b. pure antifreeze;
c. 70% anti-freeze, 30% water.
2. In the cooling system the thermostat:
a. controls engine temperature;
b. works the air conditioner;
c. modulates the diodes.

3. A radiator cap is designed to:
a. keep water from sloshing out of the
radiator;
b. keep the cooling system operating at
a specified pressure;
c. last indefinitely.
4. A broken drive belt can cause:
a. overheating;
b. loss of power steering;
c. dead battery.
5. Cooling systems on many cars today:
a. have no water pump;
b. never need to be flushed;
c. are equipped with an electric fan on
the radiator.

Answers to Cooling System Quiz:
1. (C) is correct, although a 50/50 solution is
adequate for most climates, protecting to
OOC. Never use pure antifreeze.
2. (A) is correct. As stated above, a faulty
thermostat, causing an engine to run too
hot or too cold, can damage the engine.
3. (B) is correct. And when replacing the
cap, be sure to install the right one for
your vehicle. Pressure recommendations
vary.
4. Because all three functions are dependent
upon the drive belt (or belts) all three
answers are correct.
5. (C) is correct.
See www.carcarecanada.ca
for more car maintenance tips.

where infatuations become long-term relationships
You've pined from afar. Suffered through
sleepless nights. Even driven out of your
way to get a glimpse of the 2-wheeled
beauties within. So, now's the time to
come through the door and meet a
Harley-Davidson® motorcycle in the ftesh.
Make the commitment today.

limited time only
for in-stock 2006 Harley-Davidson® Sportsters™
choice of:

zero down financing (OAC) OR
$750 in-store credit
for Genuine Harley-Davidson® Parts, Accessories &
Motorclothes only
~·

+
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"If the whales don't recognize the border, I'm not so
sure we should either."
With over twice as many
people as the Islands Trust
area and significantly higher
property values, San Juan
County_has significant experience with issues of affordable housing, short-term
rental properties and tourism
management.
Initiatives like issuing
$150 short-term rental permits for vacation rental use
and an excise tax on tourist
accommodations are some
methods used to generate
income for the preservation
of sensitive ecosystems and
affordable housing.
A joint Islands Trust-San
Juan County project to publish a new residents' guide
to the area is expected later
this year and its creators ~aid
they hope the $38,000 project will help guide future
development in the area.
By distributing the booklet for a modest fee through
real estate agents, Chamber
of Commerce offices and

Health advice you can trust.
A new BC HealthGuide handbook
adds to its reliable health
information with:

groups such as the Welcome
Wagon, the initiative's backers hope the book will introduce newcomers and visitors
to the islands' unique social,
cultural and economic concerns.
"Now is a good time to
think of reshaping tourism to
make sure it is more compatible with the lifestyle here,"
Ranker told trustees. "Tourist do spend more and more
money and we like that, but
they also leave garbage and
use water."
As the islands grow more
and more popular, addressing the challenges will
become increasingly difficult, he said, adding that
decisions made today will
play a crucial role in the
look, feel and makeup of
tomorrow's islands.
"If we do nothing, we will
become increasingly like
Nantucket or a Jackson Hole
of the north," he said.
"Those are areas that must
import their workforces in
from other areas because
they have ceased to be communities."

Updates to help you and
your family make better
health decisions.
More on seniors' health, like tips
on healthy aging and caregiving.
A new chapter on what to do
during a natural disaster or
disease outbreak.

Pick up your free BC HealthGuide handbook at your local pharmacy.
Visit www.bchealthguide.org for more information

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
The Best Place on Eanh

• General Family Dentristy
• Orthodontics
• Ch•ck·ups and Cleaning
• Mercury Free White Fillings
• Crown and Bridge
· • Cpsmetlc Dentistry
• Teeth Whitening
• Safe Mercury Removal

Fireworks show sparks big donations
few private donations and $2,000 from Ganges Marina and Little Beaver Car Rentals.
Ganges Marina manager Robyn Kelln
said he is challenging the community to
match his company's $2,000 contribution in
hopes of pulling off what he hopes will be
the very best fireworks display ever held on
the island.
Contact Ruehlen at 537-4223 for more
information on how to help.

Corporate generosity will fuel Salt Spring's
Canada Day fireworks show, but more donations will make the event even more spectacular.
Chamber of Commerce manager Perry
Ruehlen said some $4,500 has been donated
to the cause so far.
That includes $1,000 from Island Savings,
$1,000 from SSI Village Resort, $200 from
The Local, $250 from Harlan's Chocoates, a
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Trust, San Juan counterparts
trade development·solutions
San Juan Island councillors speaking at last week's
Trust Council meeting on
Saturna Island stretched their
hands across the border to
stress the need for increased
cooperation to handle mutual challenges.
"This entire region's population is expected to grow by
six to eight million people by
201 0," said San Juan County
District 1 council member
Kevin Ranker, one of six
elected councillors representing the San Juan Island's
55,000 residents (although
three positions are currently
vacant). "Our common problems transcend both visible
and invisible boundaries."
Elected officials from both
the Islands Trust and San
Juan County agreed to extend
an eight-year-old transborder island agreement that
has allowed representatives
from Canada and the United
States to develop solutions
to problems stemming from
development pressures.
"What is eerily strange is
how so many of your issues
are our issues," said Ranker,
in reference to the cliallenge
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" 537-1616
"WE ARE CURRENTLY
WELCOMING NEW PATIENTS"

Grace us with your smiles at GRACE POINT

place fa gw.w..
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CASHABLE
TERM DEPOSIT*

NON REDEEMABLE
TERM DEPOSIT*

A premium rate and
the freedom to cash after 90 days.

A short-term
outstanding rate.

NON REDEEMABLE
TERM DEPOSIT"

Your best rate,
secured for a full 3 years.

When you invest with Island Savings, you can feel good knowing you are investing on the Islands. And with these
special term deposit rates, you can feel good about your returns. It's the choice, flexibility and security" you want
in a powerful investment that's also RASP-eligible.
Don't miss these limited time rates. Come in today and see for yourself why it's good to be here.

t-

ISLAND SAVINGS
IT'S GOOD TO BE HERE.'"

• Each 'S~parate Deposit' as defined by Regulations is guaranteed up to $100,000 by the Credit Union Insurance Corporation. Interest rates subject to change without notice.
BRENTWOOD 544-4041

CEDAR 722-7073

MILL BAY 743-5534

CHEMAINUS 246-3273

SALT SPRING 537-5587

DUNCAN 746-4171

SHAWNIGAN 743-5395

LADYSMITH 245-0456

WEST SHORE 474-7262

______________ ______

LAKE COWICHAN 749-6631

-- ·----

WOODGROVE CENTRE 390-7070

MAYFAIR MALL 385-4476

www.ISCU.com
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In th~. U~alth fi~ld? Adv~rtis~ h~r~!
Limited space
available for
upcoming editions
of To Your Health
• Popular with
readers
• We'll tell your story
• Great Rate

Tracy Stibbards

Contact Tracy at The Driftwood
537-9933
tstibbards@gulfislands.net

~~
SOUL pUBpost
MOB!Lt MA SSAgE

Providing deep tissue
and relaxation massage for
you in your home

RON PELTIER

Certi~ed

Massage Professional

537--4088

Grace Point
Geri DeStefano-Webre,_-Ph.D.
Salt Spring Island welcomes its summer
visitors. Want a quick hit? Geri will be in
her office on Saturdays, 1:30-5:30 pm for
20 minute readings/$40. Just come and
sign in for your time.
Extended reading, taped $100

Open Sat./Sun./Mon.
537-1820 • 1206C Grace Point Square

(£:THE

'-\JATEHOUSE
190 Re!Jnolds Road

ONGOING CLASSES

Yoga, M~ditation, Feldenkrais,
Nia & Cakoeria

65)-+)08 tor schedu e and Information

SANDRA MEYER MA, MFf
licensed Marriage & Family Therapist

Psychotherapy for
individuals and couples.
Free initial consultation
For more information: www.sandrameyermft.com

538-8724

u veda
Salt Springs Spa Resort is Western Canada's first and most
complete Ayurvedie health spa offering a full range of
traditional therapies including customized Pancba Karma
detoxification programs.
Boolt yo- ~omultation,

Grace Point Psychics
Geri DeStefano-Webre, Ph.D.

Grace Point Psychics is dedicated to providing you with
diverse services that will assist you in creating a Life to
Love!
• Life Reading - 1 1/2 hours: An overview of patterns
and programs through the analysis of the chakra and
aura system, past lives, birth and early childhood.
Provides strategies for clearing blocks and can serve as a
''blueprint" for further therapeutic process. $160
• Situation Reading - 1 hour: ill-depth session provides
clarity and insight into current issues: relationships,
career, health, business. $80
• Walk-ill Readings: 20 min/40min: Available Saturday/
Sunday, 1:30-5:30 pm. No appointment necessary.
Simply come in and sign up to reserve a time. $40/$60
• Transpersonal Counseling: 1 hour: On-going process
using PsiTherapy breath work, past life regression,
rebirthing and 4th Way Work. Client-centered. Addresses
and resolves the "stories" that stop you. $80
• Spiritual Emergence: Some people at some point
in their lives have or will have an extraordinary or
incomprehensible experience that could lead to either
transcendence or psychosis. How to unravel the "event"
and function towards the.transcendent! Sliding Scale.
Geri De Stefano-Webre, Ph.D. has 35 years of
experience as a gifted psychic and transpersonal therapist.
She has worked in the U.S. and Canada within the fields
of drug treatment, adoption, business consulting and
psychic development training. ill 2000 she developed and
facilitated an Art Therapy program for 3 schools in the
Yukon Territories for the Liard First Nation peoples.
She currently lives in Vancouver and Salt Spring Island
with her beloved husband, Alfred Webre, the illtemational
Director of the illstitute for Cooperation in Space and the
author of "Exopolitics: Politics, Law and Government in
the Universe".

Call250-5?7-1820 to book _your
personal time with Dr. Geri

1460 North Beach Road
537-4111
www.saltspringspa. com

J~SfJ~
• Express facial+ 45 min. massage

~~~liS
SkiJti/.

. Counselling & education
Are 9ou living the lite
...__--~-....... you want to live?
Jennifer Rowse1 MA - Counselling Ps!JcholoS!J
5)7-5+16 www.connectingnature.ca
Starting Wed, June 14

Pilates

Men's lntro !

7: 15-8: ISpm

Tues 3:00-4:00pm
Wed 6:00-7:00pm
Thurs 9:00-1 O:OOam

Corrie 9-{ope :Furst
Certijid Bo~orker
since 1982

Hawaiian Hot Stone &

Lmni Lmni Massage
*$5.00 oJftif!Junt30J 2006*

treatment. or retreat today!

•1 Y2 hour Swedish massage reg. $115

Connecting Nature

MOW

reg. $115 MOW

$99
$92

~~
., .~1 Aro.1M Cry
. sto
.t
't~. Thercspy Ltd.
Vibrational

Science

<'tQ AQUA FLORA~
Tastes like water ... Kills canc:tida
safe anc1 Effective
visit our store for more info
"heating the planet one person at a time"
LOCATED AT GAnGES HARBOUR PLACE

www.aromacrystalcom

•

(250) 538-1833

100 % SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NATURALLY

Serene South-End' 6y the. Sea.

348 RoUuuf Rocuf

SALTSPRING NuTRITION
Leah Byron, RHN, RNCP
Registered Nutritionist
usee my web page to see what
I can do for you!u
Ph. 537-8840
www.saltspringnutrition.ca
leah@saltspringnutrition.ca

~ring Wellness to Life
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PRICED TO SELL- EXCELLENT VALUE
~
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Welcome home - to this 3 bdrm, 2 bath one level
rancher on a sunny, level, 112 acre lot. Paved driveway, fenced and landscaped. A gardener's delight with
orchard, all day sun, and fenced garden .
Minutes from lake, ocean, school, and store.
Piped water and on sewer. If you are a first time buyer,
down sizing, or making a lifestyle change,
don't miss viewing this property.
HOTLINE 1-800-718-2758 #18021
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ASKING PRICE: $299,000.00 mls
PAY-OFF: Showing off the first $50,000 instalment to the Capital Regional District to pay down the amount
owing on the McPhillips Avenue library lot purchase are volunteers, from left, Betty Ball, board chair Duncan
Hepburn, Norma Keech, Pat Byrne (Friends of the Library chair) and Dee Jones. A fund raising campaign has
an end-Of-July deadline.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

Tour reveals library building ills
as fundraising campaign takes off
By GAIL SJUBERG ·
Driftwood Editor

+

Besides being the Salt
Spring public library's
multi-talented part-time professional librarian, Marilyn
Ming knows how to give
an amusing tour of the old
building on McPhillips Avenue.
Unfortunately, the topic
is a serious one: the physical state of our community
library and the need for a
new building.
Consisting of three separate sections - including
an old boat shed - cobbled
together into one space,
Mary Hawkins Memorial Library does not meet
building code requirements
for public assembly, handicapped access, earthquake
or fire safety.
"You can jump up and
down on the floor here and
get an interesting effect,"
she said last week, standing in the former boathouse
"wing" where the magazines
are housed.
"It was never designed for
the kind of load we need.
As a result, I don't want to
be here if there 's an earthquake."
Walking back into the
newer area, she points to the
now-famous ceiling beam
that actually rests on the
bookshelves if the roof is
assailed by a heavy snow
load.
There's troubles with the
ancient fluorescent lighting
system, the plumbing and
"climate control."
It doesn't have a sprinkler
system, of course, and only
a single fire exit on both
floors.

TUESDAYS ARE

"It was never
designed for
the kind of load
we need."
Marilyn Ming
Then Ming points out a
few lack-of-space issues.
The library's books are
crammed onto the shelves,
and in some cases sit much
lower to the ground than is
standard library practice.
Books that haven't been in
circulation for two years,
except for classics and reference materials with lasting value, must generally be
removed from the collection
to make room for more.
"For the size of our collection, we should have about
9,000 square feet and we
have 5,500," said Ming.
Sharing the library's bottom floor is the children's
area, a room for book
repairs, interlibrary loan and
communication services,
cataloguing and receiving, a
combined book sale/meeting
enclave and the Salt Spring
Archives.
"It is packed," she said of
the Archives. "I mean, literally, jam packed."
However, a new and modern library and Archives
home is definitely in the
works.
A long-term planning
committee of the Salt Spring
Public Library Association
board researched the options
over the past few years, and
the board decided to build
a new library on both its
existing lot and the one next

door, following approval of a
November 2005 referendum
that made the adjacent lot
purchase possible.
While the board can borrow the entire $600,000
cost through the Municipal
Finance Authority via the
Capital Regional District
(CRD), in order to chop the
long-term borrowing total it
would rather pay down that
amount as much as possible
in advance of an end-of-July
deadline.
A $50,000 cheque was
recently sent to the CRD,
representing the library
association's first contribution towards the total sum,
but the board would like to
send much more.
Donation forms are available at the library and other
public locations, and in
recent issues of the Driftwood. This current fundraising campaign will be the only
public appeal for funding,
until it's time for furnishings
and decor - assuming taxpayers approve a referendum
to pay for a new building.
Also positive is that the
purchased building next to
the library at 125 McPhillips is now fully rented and,
due to modifications, providing income from three tenants that will cover the year's
property expenses and generate considerable income
until the new library is constructed, reported board
chair Duncan Hepburn.
Some 5,829 islanders,
including 980 children, have
borrowers' cards and visited the library an estimated
95,000 times last year. Hepburn, Ming and the rest of
the library board and volun-

Quality
Doesn't Cost•••

... 1•t pays.r
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Office/Pager 1-800-537-1201
www.gulfislandsrealestate.com

NOTICE:
BURGOYNE BAY &
MT. MAXWELL
PROVINCIAL PARKS
Burgoyne Bay and Mt. Maxwell
Provincial Parks are day use only areas
and overnight camping and fires are
not permitted.
If you intend to visit these parks
during the upcoming Solstice celebrations
please be advised that the park
will be closing at dusk
during the week of June 19.
Thank you for your co-operation,
BC Parks

Fine cookware & accessories.
Available at

Love M~i!cgetl
':7
140 Fulford Ganges

BCParks

-1L----P~

537-5882-

Policy changes for Tsawwassen to
Southern Gulf Island ferry travel
Effective June 28, 2006, changes to reservation check-in and reservation
cancellation policies come into effect for travel from Tsawwassen to the
Southern Gulf Islands.

--"'ANNUAL c<)._

• Check-in time at Tsawwassen Terminal is a minimum of 40 minutes
prior to the scheduled sailing time. This cut-off time is necessary to
process all stand-by passengers and to allow adequate time to load the
vessels for m 'u ltiple ports.
• A cancellation fee of $25 for each direction of travel will be applied to
reservations that are cancelled seven days or less before date of travel.
This change is being implemented to discourage multiple and block
bookings that may not be claimed, and encourage cancellations in
time to allow other passengers to reserve travel. There is no penalty for
cancelling reservations more than seven days in advance. The new
cancellation policy will apply to all reservations made for sailing dates
on the Tsawwassen/Gulflslands route from June 28 onward.

Wednesday June 28, 2 p.m.

For more details, check reservations information for Southern Gulf
Island routes at www.bcferries.com or calll-888-BCFERRY (223-3779)
between 7:00am and 10:00 pm daily.

10°/o OFF DAYS cf~~~E~

(some restrictions apply)
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teers hope people will make
a new library as affordable
as possible by voluntarily
donating to the land purchase debt now.
All donors will be recognized in a special spot in the
new library.
For more information,
contact Pat Byrne of Friends
of the Library at 537-4258
or pat@saltspring.com or
drop into the library, Monday through Saturday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Maggie Smith

Enjoy this annual

t~a

with your friends

GANGES

VJLLAGE MARKET
"100% Island Owned and Operated"
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Rooster row grows silent as CRD deadline passes
By SEAN MCINTYRE
Driftwood Reporter
All 's quiet on Garner Road following a June 15 deadline imposed
by the Capital Regional District
(CRD) aimed to quell a neighbourhood quarrel pitting one person's
request for calm with another's
passion for exotic roosters.
"At this point we are taking
things one step at a time and hoping everybody can get along," said
Wolfgang Brunnwieser, the CRD's
animal control officer on Salt

Spring Island.
Brunnwieser issued an ultimaturn requiring Gamer Road's Elizabeth Cooper to keep her prize-winning rooster's quiet in accordance
with the CRD's Animal Regulation
and Impounding Bylaw No. 1.
According to neighbour Lucille
Lamarche, noise from Cooper's
50 roosters was comparable to a
jail sentence which prevented her
from sleeping properly and forced
her to keep her windows shut 24
hours a day.

According to Section 26 of the
bylaw, no person may keep any
animal "which disturbs or tends to
disturb the quiet, peace, rest enjoyment, comfort or convenience of
the neighbourhood in which the
animal is kept." Failure to comply
with the the regulation carries a
penalty of up to $100 and possible
confiscation of the animal.
Since first hearing of the deadline in May, Cooper said, she has
done everything in her power to
reduce the crow by adding soundproof insulation to the noisiest of

her four chicken coops. At this
point, Cooper added, she's relieved
there have not yet been any complaints though she remains concerned with -the potential precedent the decision may set in other
neighbourhoods.
"My concern is that there is
nothing in place to prevent this
whole horror story from happening again to someone else on the
island," she said. "Only one of my
five neighbours complained and
the CRD came down on me like a
ton of bricks."

Though exemptions to the bylaw
are permitted in agricultural zoned
properties, Cooper must comply
with the regulation or risk losing
her flock because her two hectare
(five acre) property is zoned Rural
Residential.
Cooper said she hopes to pressure the CRD, hoping it will reassess how it handles complaints.
"Everybody should have the
right to .farm and you can't raise
animals without noise," she said.
"It's a good thing I didn't have any
pigs."

SWOVA bids for social justice as new B.C.-w~de elective announced
A new social justice
course set for B.C. schools
could increase opportunities
for local programs offered
by Salt Spring Women
Opposed to Violence and
Abuse (SWOVA).
During a regular board
meeting of Gulf Islands
School District (SD 64) on
June 14, a SWOVA delega-

tion celebrated B.C. government plans to implement a
new Grade 12 course that
will explore issues such as
race, ethnicity, gender, family structure and. sexual orientation with a pilot project
in 2007/08.
"We see this as a crack
in the door," said SWOVA
executive director Lynda

Laushway.
According to a provincial press release from the
Ministry of Education and
the Ministry of the Attorney General, the new course
"will explore the nature of
a just and equitable society
by focussing on social justice issues. The new elective
course will offer students

Public Notice

I

Crofton Division will hold a mill evacuation drill this month.
We conduct drills regularly to ensure
all employees are familiar with emergency procedures.
During the drill, our emergency evacuation horn system will
sound for about 15 minutes.
We appreciate the community's support as we test
our emergency response systems.

Catalyst

Information: 246-6054

in B.C. classrooms.
"They weren't being inclusive enough," said Laushway.
But courses in social justice are nothing new within
the SD 64 ..
SWOVA has been offering
programs like the 12-week
Respectful Relationships
course for the past six years.

Trustees indicated they
would write a letter to the
Ministry of Education and
urge the government to
expand upon social justice
programs.
"We can remind them of
the innovation award we
received on this very topic,"
said SD 64 board chair May
McKenzie.

Distant learning rules tightened

'

,

opportunities to study the _
legal, political, ethical and
economic perspectives that
inform Canadian concepts of
justice and equality."
The new curriculum forms
part of a human rights settlement between the province
and a Vancouver couple who
filed a complaint about systemic sexual discrimination

~

~
~.

Backyard Burning Closed
All outdoor backyard burning is not permitted
as of July 1st.
This includes machine land clearing and small hand piles
•
Approved Incinerators with screen are permitted on a
weekly basis with a permit only.
•
Campfire permits are also required. Campfire may only
be 1 cubic foot, and fully extinguished by 23:00 hrs.
•

For Up to date info on burning regulations
and Bans please visit www.saltspringfire.com

OPEN BURNING
CLOSURE
All open burning will be closed between
dusk June 30th and October tst.

School District#64 (SD64)
signed a distributed learning agreement (DLA) with
the Ministry of Education
on June 14 affecting a local
District Learners Partnership Program (DLPP) that
provides support for homeschooling families.
"Prior to creation of that
contract, home learning done
electronically was required
to be registered with the
ministry. We have a program
that has home learning done
directly out of our schools,"
said SD64 superintendent
Wendy Herbert.
By provincial descriptors, distributed learning is
an alternative to classroombased instruction for kindergarten to grade 12 students.
It can be delivered using
paper-based print material,
electronic delivery, face-toface communication or combinations of these.
As opposed to home
schooling, school districts
receive full per-pupil fund-

But a few items like admising from the government
for students participating -sions to Science World, ferry
in distributed-learning pro- tickets and some types of
grams. Accordingly, districts lessons may no longer be
are responsible for curricu- eligible, she said.
"The reason the ministry
lum and evaluation of those
programs and their students, has entered into contracts
which is not the case with with districts is they want
to insure that the money
homeschooling.
Upon signing the new expended on a per-pupil
DLA contract, school dis- block is resulting in improved
tricts must meet new criteria learning for kids."
for all distributed-learning
Provincial regulations also
programs, Herbert said.
require new reporting and
"They are not very differ- accountability criteria, along
ent from what we have done. with the str-ingent funding
The biggest difference is that guidelines through the new
we have reimbursed parents contract.
when they have expended
"The landscape has
dollars for resources and
changed from the minissupplies that are directly
connected to the student try's perspective. They have
broadened the ability of
learning plan."
The SD 64 board office independent schools to be
will now purchase services part of what they are calling
directly for participants in a 'virtual school.'"
Some 90 students were
the DLPP, she said.
"They will be able to fund registered in the DLPP durthe majority of the activities ing 2005/06. The program
that they have already been was first introduced to SD
doing."
64 in 2000.

KIDS FLY &
STAY FREE
BCAA Exclusive package:
4 nights accommodation,
air and transfers
from

$6 59 ~~~Adult

Kids Go Free includes:
air, hotel, transfers

Campfires in approved receptacles and
incinerator burning will be allowed on
a weekly basis. A valid fire permit is
required for those types of fires.

Salt Spring Fire Dept.
537-2531 during business hours

plus a plush toy for
kids age 2 - 17 years.

Valid for 1 child (age 2 • 17 years) per paying adult. Subject to availability. Book your
trip with BCM Travel by June 30 and travel by November 30, 2006. Some restrictions
apply. Taxes and government fees are extra. Vancouver departures. New bookini{S
only, not to be combined with any other offer. All BCM Travel Offices are registered
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• Correctly answer which local business belongs to the 15 logos shown on this
: page. Clues will be given in the classified section of today's paper•
•• Ust the name of the local business that
• matches the corresponding logo:
•
•• 1 .
•• 2.

8.
9.

• 3.
•
• 4.
•

SUMMER 2006

..

win prizes!
•
•
•
•
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• 6_:__
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• 7.
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11
12.
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DROP
The Driftwood
'
MAIL 328 Lo~er Ganges
Rd.,
ENTRY TO:
Salt Spnng Island,
BC, V8K2V3
r-A v

'"''-

rl"llA, OR
OFF

GULF ISLANDS

:I
rl
00
Fax: 537-2613
I NAME.
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1ADDRESS::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

WEEKEND GETAWAY! Night for 2 at Accent Inns (Valid Sept. 06-Apr. 07)•
$50 gift card from Skin Sensations Day Spa
.:
$50 gift certificate from Choices clothing store
. :
250 business cards printed by Imagine That Graphics
:

• One 6 month local subscription to The Driftwood, value $30

•

PHONE:

:L -
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EMAIL:
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DROP OFF ENTRY:
328 Lower Ganges Road
FAX TO: 25o-537·2613
DRAW DATE: Tuesday, June 27 noon

~--.,~

i;;_,j,\

-537-1877

537-5882

DETAILS:
• You can enter until
4 pm, June 26, 2006
Driftwood staff not eligible

537-0033

537-9112

537-4369

537-4208

537-0867

537-1115 "

537-1400

+
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. 653-2383

.I

classifieds for
clues!
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537-1760

-

Checktoday~

537-4202

653-9800
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537-1050
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Nilssen takes
1Oth at Squamish
Test of Metal

LUCKY HORSESHOES: Participating in a horseshoe tournament at the Legion in Ganges were (clockwise
from top left): Tim McNinch, Bob Graham, Dan Behrens, Ken Williams, Ruth Kirby and Pat Murphy. Behrens
took top honours in the Saturday event.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

Teams make most of double-headers
Island Star Video girls
bantam softball team lined
to centre with four competitive games on the June 10-11
weekend, including a double-header at Fulford against
a Langford team.
· ·The first game, a 6-6 tie,
saw hits from Devon Craig,
Rosie Baldwinson, Carolyn
Pomaizl, Erin Foster, Becky
(last name unknown by game
recorder) and a triple from
Deven Miles.
Stars outs came from plays
in the field by Baldwinson,
Foster, Craig, Pomaizl and
Robinson, and Craig had
three strike-outs as pitcher.
Second-game bat power
came from Andrea Sweetnam, Megan Robinson,
Becky, a Pomaizl triple and
a bunt from Miles. Other
players got to base on walks,
including Heather Macdonald and Stephanie Lundy,

with Macdonald's trip across
the plate marking the only
Stars run of the fifth inning.
Pitcher Miles had two
strike-outs in the 14-6 game,
and Sweetnam, Baldwinson,
Robinson, Miles, Pomaizl,
Katie Haydon; Asia Petis
and Craig were all involved
in Langford outs.
Sunday's games saw only
nine players make the trip to
View Royal.
The Stars held the lead
until the last two innings in
the first game, with great
catches by Haydon at shortstop, Sweetnam on first,
second baseman Foster and
Petis on third. Final score
was 10-7.
Second game offensive
highlights included Megan
Robinson's hard hit to centre
to bring in two runners, two
RBis by Becky, Macdonald

stealing home and a bunt by
Craig.
Salt Spring led for some of
that game but lost 17-7.
• The Ace Courier peewee girls team also made
some strong plays and hits
in a Cordova Bay doubleheader on Sunday, but were
no match for their big-city
counterparts, who beat them
20-4 and 20-10.
The first game saw hits
from Kaylea Kray (a single
and double), a single from
Alex Crandall and a double
from Ashley Kilbourn.
Adept base stealing saw
Nicole Oakley come across
the plate three times after
being walked twice and hit
by a pitch for her third at-bat,
while Liz Fennell impressively
battled Cordova Bay's toughest
pitcher with foul after foul.

Defensive highlights saw
Megan Jarman catch a fly
ball, Katie Temmel make
a great stop at second and
throw the ball to Alanna Hillis at first base for an out.
Pitchers Hillis and Chloe
Sjuberg had two strike-outs
each.
The Salt Spring girls came
alive in the second part of the
next match, with hits from
Kilbourn (a two-RBI line
drive single), Sarah Robinson (double), singles from
Kate Goeujon, Sjuberg and
Jarman, and some spectacular running oii overthrows
by Kray for a game-ending
home run.
On the defensive side,
quick thinking by Sarah Robinson got two runners out
with one play and Jarman's
catching was impressive.

Despite gruelling conditions over a 67-kilometre
track, Salt Spring's John
Nilssen endured another top10 finish at the Test of Metal
in Squamish on Saturday.
Nilssen was one of 800
cyclists who challenged
themselves to face the 67kilometre course.
"I paced myself. I know
it's a long ugly, ugly race."
The Test of Metal covers
35 kilometres of gruelling
single track and a 1,200metre elevation gain. As an
additional hurdle, the race
begins with a mass start out
of a corral.
"I actually led the race for
50 yards. I got right at the
front at the start - just for
fun - but as soon as we got
to the hills, it was 'goodbye'
to the pros and elites."
The Test of Metal is so
challenging that racers are
ejected from the event if
they do not reach two cut-off

points before pre-determined
time limits.
"I'm not getting any slower, just a little bit older and
fatter."
Nilssen has competed in
the event eight times previously.
"I did the same time I've
always done."
But course conditions
were particularly muddy this
year, he said.
"There was a couple
inches of peanut-butter goo
in places, so it was hard to
pedal through it."
He finished 1Qth out of 64
in the men's 50-59 category
with a time of3:55.34 hours.
Overall he placed 237 out
of800.
"If it had been drier I could
have had a personal best."
Next on Nilssen's race calendar is the Squamish Triathlon on July 9.
"That will be more to my
liking because the course is
flat."

Footballers strike
at Summer Games
Salt Spring will be well represented within the
boys U12 soccer squad at the B.C. Summer Games
this year.
Local youths Gordon Havelaar and Tavis Morton will serve as assistant coaches while three Salt
Spring players were chosen to represent the Vancouver Island-Central Coast region at the B.C. Summer
Games.
Among players selected for an eight-aside team
are Adrian Alonso, Tilai Ellis-Stairs and Jyah Flam
of Salt Spring.
Havelaar, age 17, was excited about the opportunity to coach soccer at the B.C. Summer Games.
"It's really amazing. Coaching with TaVis is really
fun and it's a great experience."
He coached two young teams (U8 and U7) with
Morton in the Salt Spring Island Youth Soccer As'sociation last season.
The Salt Spring representatives will travel off
island for training every weekend to different locations on Vancouver Island until the games in Kamloops on July 27-30.

Due to a shipping delay,
we were not able
to distribute Aqua with
The Driftwood.
Instead you'll receive one
in your mailbox.

~-----r-~
IN THIS ISSUE:

• Artist Carol Evans • Saturday Market feature • Salt Spring Seals
·Artists Deon & Kathy Venter • Galiano Wine Festival
• Musicians Suzanne Little and Tom Hooper • Profile on Yvonne Toynbee
1 YEAR ANNIVERSARY • OUR BIGGEST EDITION YET

Extra copies
are available at:
The Driftwood
Vesuvius Store
Patterson Market
As well as select locations
on Salt Spring, Victoria,
Duncan and throughout
the Gulf Islands. , '
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Karen Berg beats peak
at Kusam Klimb event
Local doctor Karen Berg
conquerred the Third Annual
Kusam Klimb, which included a 1,480-metre elevation
gain over a 23-kilometre race
at Sayward on Saturday.
"It's not a race for the faint
of heart," Berg said.
She placed third against
23 competitors in her division (women aged 40-49)
and 48th overall (158 total)
when she completed the race
in4:17:05 hours.
"The amazing thing is to
see so many people wanting
to do the same thing. People
of all ages, people from all
over."

Fastest times at the Kusam
Klimb came from Rob Fontaine (2:44 hours) and Sally
Marcellus (3:16:04).
"It's amazing because at
the top you think, 'Oh my
God, I'll never make it home
again.' But your body just
keeps going."
Highlights included ropecontrolled slides down highangle descents, she said.
"You ski down the hill on
your runners. You have ropes
to hold onto."
Another section on the
downhill leg included a logging road where the culverts
had been removed.

"You're running in little
dips and valleys the whole
way back."
Returning to the race for
her second time, Berg posted an improvement from a
seventh-place finish in her
division last year when she
completed the course in
4:24:05 hours (75th out of
199 overall).
"You never know what you
can do unitl you try it."
She next plans to attend
the Cowichan Challenge Triathlon on July 9 with fellow
physician Paula Ryan.

/Swimmers surface with
ribbons from Saanich meet
GONE GOLFING: Denis Russell took advantage of some great summer weather to
work on his game at the Salt Spring Golf and Country Club on Tuesday.
Photo by Sean Mcintyre

Athletic Byrons among GISS
athletes honoured at banquet
· Local athletes were celebrated at an awards
banquet at Gulf Islands Secondary School
(GISS) on Monday night.
Recognized as a team captain, manager
and coach of numerous GISS teams, Jeremy
Byron took top honours by receiving the Eric
Byron Citizenship Award and Senior Male
Athlete of the Year.
The citizenship award recognized Byron's
assistance to coaches, peers and younger
athletes that exceeded all expectations, said
GISS athletics director Lyall Ruehlen.
"It's basically for going beyond your own
athletic arena into helping other coaches and
other teams."
Female athletes of the year included
seniors Emma Rimmer and Avery Brown,
along with junior Kate Parker.
Bob Byron joined his brother in receiving
the junior male athlete award.

GISS basketball-stars Kayla Gromme and
Martin Lannan won $250 Pepsi scholarships
for most promising female and male athletes
of the year while Tammy Benloulou won the
new Nairn Howe Award for Greatest Fan
Supporting GISS Athletics.
During the GISS banquet, athletes from
approximately 20 teams of various sports
also received honours for most valuable
player, most improved player and coach's
choice awards.
As an additional highlight, GISS graduate
Britta Rustad, who is now a University of
Idaho freshman and soccer all-star, attended
the event.
"We had another very successful year for
athletics, producing some amazing athletes,"
Ruehlen said, adding that the school is well
rounded in fine arts, academics, applied
skills and athletic areas.

A small contingent of Salt Spring Stingrays swimmers took in competition at Saanich Commonwealth Place last weekend,
competing in either one or two days of competition.
Swimming at their second meet of the season, Andrew Sinclair and Rebekah Lee each
pulled off personal best times (BTs). In Div.
1 Sinclair nailed two BTs, while Lee (Div. 4)
picked up 4 BTs.
Coach Kellie Rolston also commended
Liam Sinclair (Div.l) for his efforts at the
meet, noting that he "learned to dive and
completed all four of his races."
She also noted that Mikala Bascom (Div.l)
and Cassie Bascom (Div. 5) competed at
their first swim meet.
Ribbons were awarded to the top-eight
swimmers in each event, including the following Stingrays:
• Div. I -Andrew Sinclair grabbed 8th in
50-m back (I :18.4); Liam Sinclair took 1st in
50-metre breaststroke (1 :04.2), 2nd in 50-m
Schwenger Cup play on
June 15 resulted in a threeway tie between Gary Coulter, Campbell Blair and Gordon Thorne, who all netted a
65 score.
A playoff will be needed
to determine the cup winner.
Tom Locke came in fourth
place with a net 66, while
Larry Davies had net 67.
KP winners were: Tom
Locke (#2), Reg Winstone
(#6), Jack Mitchell (#11)

free (45.82) and 3rd in 50-m back (100.07);
, Larrissa Andrews took 3rd in 100-m free
(1:58.97), 4th in 50-m breast (1:07.2) and
5th in 50-m back (1:0_9.1)
• Div. 2 - Maggie Birch nailed 7th in
100-m IM (2:05 .19) and 8th in 50-m breast
(59.99).
• Div. 3 - Eryn Gix took 2nd in 50-m
breast (44.44), 4th in 50-m free (34.70) 5th
in 50-m back (42.24), 5th in 100-m free
(1:22.17); 6th in 100-m IM (1:34.16); ana
8th in 50-m fly (43.54).
• Div. 4 - Grace Morgan took 4th in 100m back (1:25.43).
• Div 5 -Nina Fletcher took 2nd in 50-m
free (31.95) and 6th in the 200-IM (3:08.56);
Danica Lundy _grabbed 2nd in all four of
her events: 50-m fly (35.56); 100-m back
(1 :21.53); 100-m breast (1 :31.36) and 100-m
free (1:11.31).
• Div. 7 - Danielle Viozz placed 2nd 50m free (32.04);

GOLF

TEES
and Hank Doerksen (#15).
• In nine-hole ladies league
play on June 14, Vi Austin
was low-gross winner with a
59, while Kathy Darling had
the best low-net score with a
42. Ruth Hopping had fewest putts, at 15.

• Pearl Grey was ladies
18-hole division low-gross
winner on June 13 with a
102 score.
Julie Tyler was runnerup low gross (104), while
Gladys Campbell was lownet winner (70) and Maxine
Whorley was low-net runner-up with a 72.
The putt pot winer was
Maxine Whorley, Gladys
Campbell and Irene Hawksworth (all with 29).

(Sports Schedule)

--

SUMMER
SOCCER CAMPS

+

All kinds of programs for minis, girls, tots,
juniors & seniors offered through the
SSI Youth Soccer Association
From July 17-July 29
and August 21-September 1

SIMS field & Portlock Park
See www.saltspringsoccer.com
for all the details!
All events subject to change

WORLD CUP FEVER!I!-CATCH IT!
Team Jerseys, T-shirts,
Balls, Caps, More!
Enter to win a Adidas World
Cup 2006 Match Ball
($150 value)

FREE WORLD CUP
SCHmULES
is I andsportstrade rs . ca

Ave. Mon.- Sat. 10 am- 6 om 537-5148
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Michael Ableman, of Madrona Valley Farm
B&B, is no stranger to adversity. Surrounded
by urban sprawl and initially hostile neighbours,
he transformed a small urban farm in Goleta,
California, into a world class model of high yield
organic market gardening. Today, Fairview Gardens
employs 30 people, feeds over 500 families and
attracts hundreds of visitors each year.
His three highly acclaimed books, From the
Good Earth (1993), On Good Land (1998) and his
most recent, Fields of Plenty (2005) are rich and
compelling photographic journeys into the 11ew
sustainable agrarian movement and the pioneers
who are shaping it.
Since coming to Salt Spring some seven years
ago, Michael and wife Jeanne Marie, have sculpted
the fertile valley soil at Madrona Valley Farm into a
blossoming garden paradise. A sizeable planting
of asparagus, over 4000 strawberry plants, rows
of French melons, European shelling beans and
blueberries have been cultivated on the southern
1 ' t1 field. Adjacent is a mixed fruit orchard, dozens of
California fig and Santa Rosa plum trees, and a
greenhouse which nurtures sweet peppers and
tomatoes.

In the diverse
garden behind
their charming Victorian
farmhouse,
Michael points
out the young
crop growing
between the
rows of lava
beans, "I have
a background in
intensive market gardening, so rather than wasting
the row space, I'll have two or three crops growing
in the same space at the same time".
Ever the visionaries, Michael and Jeanne Marie
are planning their next project, the 120 acre
Foxglove Farm at the base of Mount Maxwell. If
Fairview Gardens and Madrona Valley are any
indication, Salt Spring is soon to reap a bountiful
organic harvest.
Pick up some certified organic strawberries from
Madrona Valley Farm available at
Thrifty Foods on Salt Spring. Strawberry
perfection!
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PEOPLE & COMMUNITY

Business Opportunity
Garden Faire on Salt Spring. Old forest
Campground, ·Garden Gallery & Nursery.
Beautifully situated on 2112 acres in the village
core, bordering the majestic trails of 55 acre
Mouat Park and across the street from the
Community Swimming Pool. Home of the
Island's largest eucalyptus tree and annual
'After Fair' music festival. Seeking investor and
working partner(s) or franchise/lessee;
also, one acre Landscape Supply Depot.
Contact Shirley @ (250) 537-4346 or
gardenfaire@saltspring.com.

GULF ISLANDS DRIFlWOOD

To our friends
on Salt Spring!
"Thanks for stopping try."
-~

Garden Faire
Gallery & Nursery
"where ideas grow"

FLOWER GIRL: Heather Macdonnell is seen selling her flowers from Hawaii at
the Saturday market in Centennial Park.
Photo by Derrick Lundy

Salt Spring Dollars makes
history in new bank book
By SEAN MCINTYRE
Driftwood Reporter
In addition to attracting
widespread interest from
media and alternative currency advocates across Canada and around the globe,
the co-founder of the Salt
Spring Island Monetary
Foundation (SSIMF) said he
remains hopeful inclusion of
Salt Spring Dollars ($$) in
a recently released book on
the history of the Canadian
dollar will help the currency
capture the hearts, minds
and wallets of island residents.
"People have called this a
model alternative currency,"
said Bob McGinn.
"They have come from as
far away as Japan to speak
with us [about it]."

In spite of the currency's
significant international following, he said, residents'
acceptance of Salt Spring
Dollars has been slower than
expected since it was first
introduced in 2001, even if
it is accepted at more than
90 per cent of the island's
businesses, including one
that even pays its employees
with it.
Though widely accepted
and distributed across the
island, McGinn said, people
still have to go a little out
of their way to get the notes
since they are not available
at ATMs and only by request
through cashiers at participating businesses.
The popularity of debit
card transactions has also
cut into the demand for cold
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hard Salt Spring cash, he
added.
Written by James Powell
and published by the Bank
of Canada, A History of the
Canadian Dollar provides a
two-page description of Salt
Spring Dollars in a section
outlining various community
currencies used in Canada.
Of those profiled, Salt
Spring's colourfully illustrated notes are the only ones
still in circulation.
While officially considered gift certificates, as
opposed to legal tender, bills
feature sophisticated anticounterfeiting devices.
The $$100,000 in circulation is backed by a reserve
fund in either cash, term
deposits or gold, and bills
are redeemable for Canadian
currency.
McGinn said the SSIMF
was established as a way to
promote the island, highlight
the community's unique
character and encourage
local spending.
Salt Spring Dollars' special edition prints or regular
bills taken off the island by
visitors as souvenirs, he said,
means money earned from
term deposits or gold prices
can be put towards community projects in the form of
an interest-free loan, though
the SSIMF commitment to
fund projects is unfulfilled
so far.
"We are waiting to get a
little bigger," said McGinn.
"The more it circulates, the
more the idea can expand."
A History of the Canadian
Dollar is available through
the Bank of Canada website
for $8.
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